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—“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”

VOL. VI*

WEDNESDAY

OCTOBER 28, 1835.

NO. 3

and yef, I presume 1 am safe in saying that testant church. A considerable portion, a ma divisions have taken place in some families, but Lord addresses the two disciples thus: “ Ofools
and slow of heart,” &c. Again, in Hebrews, iii.
no field has a smaller share of their prayerful jority—yea, more, lroin all I can hear, have how ?
But what is the best mode to combat Metho 10, St. Paul, quoting the 95th Psalm, declares,
sympathies than Persia. Not that Persia is a abandoned the doctrines of the reformation—
From the Religious Offering.
country unknown. Every child reads, in his Bible become Socinians, Arians, or German Rationa dism in Genevaand remove it ? Malan assures that the Jews of old “ erred in their hearts,”
OMNIPRESENCE OF THE DEITY.
not God’s ways. St. Paul’s own prac
of the land of king Darius and Cyrus—where list. This is not all. They have set themsel them that the way of disdain, and calumny, and and
Who bids the billow heave its breast.
opposition,*" &c., will not succeed. They have tice was to dispute and persuade, (vid. Acts, xix.
Esther
was
queen,
and
Daniel
prime
minister.
—
ves
against
the
few
who
preach
Christ
and
him
Then soothes its troubled throb to rest?
The missionary Christian knows, that here, too, crucified. For several years the few evangeli been tried and pretty plentifully tried, for a 8,) and his advice to Timothy was to attend to
Who bids the coral greenly bloom
the beloved Henry Martyn, travelled and la cal men among them have been harassed and good many years past, and still Methodism lias “exhortation and doctrine." A^ain, he that
Around the sea boy’s ocean tomb?
Oh Lord ! The sky, the earth, the sea,
boured—and prayed. Yet who, in America vexed in various ways—several of them have been on the increase in Geneva, The efforts knoweth what is in man, promises, not only to
And all things else are full of Thee!
has ever prayed for Persia !—Have not the been excluded from the national church—some made to throw contempt on it, and turn it into put his word into the mind, but to write it in the
Mahommedans of this country, been regarded of them have been deposed—some maltreated ridicule, have turned the attention of many to heart (vid. Jeremiah, xxxi. S3, and Hebrews,
At whose command, when eve doth fall
as quite inaccessible—and the nominal Christian —nicknames given them—their meetings of inquire what it is, and they have found it to be viii. 10). Man is “ vain in his imaginations, and
With mantle dim, o’ershadowing all,
Do trooping stars come twinkling through.
entirely forgotten ?
prayer for a time forbidden. They were called the doctrines and duties set forth in the Bible, his foolish heart is darkened.” (Rom. i. 21.)
And decking bright heaven s arch of blue?
The remedy for the ignorance that is in
O, my brother, 1 beg you, tell your readers, Mqmiers by the populace—and Methodists by nor will the interposition of civil power, inter
Father 1 The sky, the sea, the earth,
that here is a golden harvest, falling into the the”1 more polished part of society. These fering wirii the rights of conscience. This has fallen man is undoubtedly the WordofGod;
Proclaim the author of their birth.
ground. A nobler race of men, by nature, the shameful modes of treatment have not stopped been tried—one and another minister has been “ Ye do err, not knowing the Scriptures.” But
Thine are the mountains, Thine the caves,
world never knew. Their forms and features the progress of truth.—The number of evange prosecuted for preaching Christ and him cru not the Word of God itself can cast down the
Thou ridest on the wind and waves;
are, decidedly, the finest I ever beheld ; and lical ministers have increased—and there is an cified; but it has not, it will not prevent Christ high things that exalt themselves in the natural
Thine is the bright, o’er-arching bow,
The thunder’s voice, the lightning’s glow ;
their intellects are remarkably bright and in increase of those who love the cross, and are from being preached—it will not stop the spread heart of man, unless brought home to that
The earth, the sea, the sky are Thine ;
quisitive. In reference to all, it must, indeed, willing to suffer for the name of Christ. There of Methodism—it has rather tended to advance heart by the Almighty Spirit. The Word is
In all thou art, in all divine.
be said, that the whole heart is faint. Truth has are some evangelical men in the establishment it—it has fallen out to the furtherence, of the “ the sword of the Spirit,” and none else can
wield it with effect. It is only by the influence of
fallen in the streets, and judgment is turned away —some of those who have been excluded from gospel of Christ.
S E L F-E XAMINATION;
What will stop the spread of Methodism?— the Spirit that man is even led to “ desire what
backzvard. But, no marvel—the abominable re the establishment for preaching Christ, have
What is God doth promise, or to love that which he doth
OR 385 QUESTIONS, BEING ONE FOR EVERY DAY ligion of the false Prophet, would, of course formed independent churches, and are doing, There is one way that would stop it.
spread a moral wreck over any people, who perhaps, more good than they would have done it? Why destroy the Bible. The Bible is the command.” As on the sun-dial we may see
IN THE YEAR.
should fall into its polluting embrace.
if allowed to remain in the establishment.— cause of the Methodism in Geneva ; destroy and understand the figures, but unless the sun
OCTOBER.
The Nestorian Christians, of this country, all The result of their efforts to sustain their church the Bible, and you put an end to Methodism.— shine from heaven, we cannot learn the hour,
28. Do I spend my money in some instances extrava welcome me, to my work, with great cordiality. es without the aid of civil government, and un But this is impracticable. You cannot destroy and act accordingly ; so in the Bible we may
gantly, to be esteemed liberal?
I have in my family, a bishop and priest from der ali the disadvantages arising from the op the Bible—and while the Bible is preserved and read tiie words, but unless the Spirit shine into
29. Have 1 more self-knowledge than I possessed the be that people who are teaching me their language position of the establishment, is furnishing a read, there will be some who will believe in it, the heart, we shall neither rightly understand,
the Syriac—and are, themselves, learning in proof, that the gospel does better without the and obey it—there will be Bible and Methodism. nor at all love. Hence as man is “twice dead,”
ginning of the year?
as his understanding is darkened, and his heart
They are uncommonly fine young aid of civil government—that it is better for — Correspondent of the Cin. Jour.
30. Is the immense love of Christ, and the debt 1 owe English.
“desperately wicked,” and as God has provid
men.
There
is
no
obstacle
to
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establish

the
church
to
have
no
connection
with
the
state.
him, daily in my thoughts?
From the New York Observer.
ed a two-fold remedy, hi’s Word and his Spirit;
31. Do I feel a prejudice against those whom I fancy ment of schools, among this people, to any ex It deserves observation, that both in France and
and since these two do not always operate to
DANGER OF RELIGIOUS FICTION.
tent—and I see not why I may not preach the Switzerland the exclusion of some of the best
dislike me, or who have told me of my faults?
The following thoughts from an able reli gether, I conceive the phenomenon is account
gospel to them, also by thousands, as soon as I men from the national church is leading to the
NOVEMBER.
shall have acquired their language.
formation of independent evangelical churches, gious writer of the present day claim the con ed for that man often “ knoweth to do good and
1. Am I watchful after, as well as before duties?
J. B. O.
I feel greatly encouraged to hope, also, that which sustain themselves and work well; and sideration of all, especially those on whom de doeth it not.”
2. Have this day’s contemplations given me lower a bright era is opening upon the Mahomme thus, at the very time that the question res volves the selection ofbooksfor the young. They
THE BAG OF MUSTARD SEED.
thoughts of all the enjoyments of this life, and a greater re dans of Persia, under the auspices of the young pecting the propriety or necessity of a connec were addressed to the American Tract Society
In the year 1822, soon after the efforts for the
king. The old king died about five months tion between church and state is exciting more with a view to encourage them in tiie course
lish for piety and holiness?
benefit of seamen were first commenced in New3. Though I may not live among worldly people, am I ago, after the long reign of forty years. His and more the attention of thinking men—iscan- they had hitherto pursued.
“Perhaps I am too earnest in wishing to York, the Rev. Mr. Truair was on a tour preach
the less watcMuX against worldly-mindedness?
harem was the bane of Persia. The multitude vassed and agitated by politicians and legislative
of his wives probably far out-numbered those of bodies, matter of fact proof should be exhibited bear my testimony against what I conceive to be ing and making collections for that cause. In
king Solomon of old. And their sons have in the nation, that the church needs but to be a great'error in the present state of the religious tiie course of his journey, he preached one eve
MISSIONARY.
ning in a school-house in a little town in Ver
swarmed forth, with the pretentions of princes, let alone- be left to its own resources,untrameled books for children.
MISSIONARY EFFORT.
like the locusts of "Egypt to devour the land._ by unholy connections with the state ; and that
1. “Has it come to this, that authors’ are mont, containing a few scattered inhabitants.—
It is now very generally known, that a plan The young king seems averse to polygamy \ tins effect should be brought about in such a writing so much ad captandom, that none are to The next morning he met a poor woman in the
of Missionary operation upon a much more en and, for a Persian, an uncommon example of way. 1 he advocates oi esitnw tahments exclude inculcate the truths or the Bible in their sim neighborhood who had heard him, and felt desirous
larged scale than that which has heretofore virtue, in many respects. He seems ai*tfentfy the evangelical from the establishment—oblige plicity?—That authors are giving the food they of doing something for the seamen’s cause. Havmarked the efforts of the church, is contemplat desirious, for the best good of his people and I them to support their churches without aid— administer, such an exquisite relish, that none ng no money, she had brought a bag of mustard
ed. Such a purpose meets with approbation ; cannot but hope that the day of Persia’s civil God blesses the efforts of those who are thrown may say to the young reader4 ‘This is plain, seed, which she begged him to accept, hoping as
and spiritual salvation is at hand. In this deep on their efforts under God—they succeed bet wholesome, and substantial food. Regard it as she said, that by some wise counsel it might be
and we trust, that that approving response is ly interessing field, I hope I shall not long be
ter than those who receive support, and thus such. Learn to value it as such. Form your turned to some good account. Mr. Truair brought
cordial—the sincere expression of the feelings left to stand alone.
from their own experience become the advocates taste in accordance with it and you will grow the bag of mustard seed to New-York, and on stat
ol her members, and that it will be followed by
Very affectionately yours,
for a separation of the church from the state. up to more vigorous health, and your relish will ing the circumstances, some members of the Board
a prompt and substantial evidence that they are
Justin Perkins.
Thus, in the United States, the Presbyterians holdout for what you need to eat.’
purchased it .for three dollars, proposing to present
alive to the claims of Christ and the word.—
and Baptists, in the midddle and southern states
2. “ How sadly the good, old fashioned, it to the missionaries then about to sail for Pales
That charity practised in some systematic way,
had, before the revolution, proved to their own catechetical, preceptive, and didactic mode of tine, to he sown there. The next day the circum
INFLUENCF OF THE LITURGY UPON A
is most to be commended, both with a view to
NATIVE.
satisfaction, that the church would do better to teaching youth has gone by! What is the conse  stances were mentioned to a few friends, and seve
the culture of that grace, and the advancement
Among the youths of the English School, have no alliance with the state, and they used quence! As soon as children begin to suspect ral dollars more were added to the purchase. The
Vif the 'ends towards which its efforts are direct
ed, seems to be a common sentiment. But, says Rev. Mr. Farrar, a Missionary at Madras their influence to have religion free from civil that you are going to talk seriously to them, following Sabbath evening this fact was mentioned
while the principle is admitted to be true, we of the Church Missionary Society, there are alliance. See the memorials which the Presby and in a plain instructive way, that will require at the Mariner’s Church, and it was proposed that
/ear that it is not as commonly reduced to prac two or three who give the promise of becom terians sent up to the legislature of Virginia, patient thought and solemn feeling, it is an those who were desirous of taking a part in this
tice as it should be. This may result partly ing useful and consistent members of the about the time that the state became indepen irksomeness for them to listen.
purchase should leave something on the plate as
3. “ Must we take care and not let scholars they passed out at the doors. Twelve dollars more
frdtn that spirit of procrastination, which is the Church of Christ. Naroo Goluk, a youth of dent and adopted a constitution The time
folly of a heart yet too much alienated from God about fifteen or sixteen, in one of them. He since elapsed has satisfied Americans almost uni know that they are about to be taught a science were added. On Tuesday after, the incident was
and the duties appertaining to his service, and has been for two years a steady, sober scholar versally that there ought to be no connection that will require serious and patient thought, again related at the Union prayer-meeting, and a
when we begin to teach them arithmetic, ge further interest of nine dollars was taken in the
partly from the want of a plan furnished to them and a regular attendant at the Morning Ser between church and state.
I he oppressions of the establishment in Eng ometry, &c.—must we win our way to their present. The amount thus received for the poor
in its minutest details. We will not now argue vice. He came to my room this morning,
with the slothful or the heartless professor of and, with much visible anxiety, requested to land have made most of the really pious dissen hearts by introducing pleasant and entertaining woman’s “two mites,” was thirty-two dollars.—
religion. Those whose benevolent purposes are speak with me. The substance of his commu ters—and having to support their own churches stories ?
Surely “ she of her penury cast in more than they
4. “Will not the habit of mind, the constant all. Behold how gaeat a matter a little fire kindonly waiting for direction and who need but the nication was, that, until the last few days, he as well as aid in supporting the national church
promptings of a Christian counsellor we would had not been forcibly impressed with the truth es, a great number are satisfied that the church thirst for the excitement of the feelings and leth.”—Sailor's Mad:.
remind of the plan of weekly offerings suggested of Christianity; neither had he entertained a does not need the support of the state—would of the imagination, that fictitious and enter
by the Bishop of New Jersey, and recommend desire to become a member of the Church, do better if left to her own resources—the es taining stories, if frequently told to- children,
ADHERENCE TO THE LITURGY.
ed by the Bishop and Convention of this dio by publicly receiving Baptism; but that now a tablishment there will probably go down, and to must produce, prepare them to consider dull
The following extract from the Religious In
cese. The plan is not now new to our readers change had taken place, and that, since the the great benefit of evangelical religion, all the and uninteresting the plain didactic instruction
telligencer, a paper conducted by members of
and some ot them have already adopted it— time in which I had begun to make thq Mah- fears of the consequences which some good men of the pulpit ?
5. “Above all, look at the example of Scrip the Reformed Dutch Church, affords so impar
would that all Christians would do so. Our ratta translation of the Litany the subject of have to the contrary notwithstanding,
In France and Switzerland, we see the pre ture. Examine the Proverbs and our Saviour’s tial and gratifying a testimony to the value of
purpose in now recurving to it, chicflv relates my readings and address in the morning, he
to the enlarged operations of the Missionary So had felt the power of conviction, and was now liminary steps taken---some things indicate the discourses. IIow full of plain, direct, invitations our Liturgy that we are constrained to lay it be
ciety. Were this the only object claiming the constrained by a strong impulse to come for same thing in Prussia. It is a time of shaking to listen to serious instruction!! What I most fore our readers. In speaking of the Episcopal
aid of the church, and were there no reasons in ward and profess himself a Christian. I set and change, but the Lord will make all sub fear is, and alas!.J see it in my own children, Church, this Journal remarks, “ Her spirit stir
favour of the plan suggested, to be derived from before him, in a plain and simple manner, the serve the promotion of his glory and the final and have to struggle against it as a great evil in ring liturgy, and a scrupulous adherenccto z?,has
its moral influences upon him who practices it, various difficulties lie would have to encounter; triumph of the gospel of Christ. “ He that is their religious education—by forming a relish under God, notwithstanding the mutations ol
the certainty that it will supply the means called the sufferings, insults, and contumelious treat wise and will observe these things, even lie shall for the excitement of the imagination and of men and things, and ail the aspersions cast upon
strong feelings, such as many of the religious her, as coldness, formality, and a want of evan
for by that most important institution, should ment to which he would be exposed from all understand the loving kindness of the Lord.”
But 1 have wandered from Geneva. Lately books which they read produce, they are in great gelical feeling; we say, a scrupulous adherence
be a sufficient commendation of it, to every en around him, on a professson of the Christian
lightened and conscientious member of the Religion. He was not much daunted by the “ a prize” has been offered by some one or more danger of losing their relish for the simple, to her liturgy, has preserved her integrity, beyond
church. Let each one who is persuaded of the description of what might meet him from with leading Socinians in tne national church, of 1000 solemn preceptive, didactic style of the Bible any denomination of Christians, since thereformation. Even defection from the articles of her
excellence of this plan adopt it without delay, out; out vv is t o newhat troubled at the thought florins, for the best essay on the following ques and its plain narrative.’
faith, by men within her own bosom has been
and from the present time, bring his weekly of what he should have to suffer from the tions ;—
From the Christian Examiner.
restrained in its course by the form of sound
“ What has given rise to Methodism among
offerings to the treasury of God. Let the min members of his own and of his wife’s family;
words, so that whatever dissensions prevails
ON THE OBLIQUITY OF THE HEART.
ister of each parish, take means to obtain, for, young as he is, he was betrothed in July us ?
within, ali are still united, in maintaining a cara
“What are the evils of Methodism—its dan
------------------ '‘Video meliora, pro’ooque
from every (not excluding the humblest) mem to a little girl of six or seven years of age. I
mon cause.” May they ever thus continue ’
Deteriora sequor.”
ber of his charge, a statement of the smallest directed him to copy from the Liturgy and gers to the state—to the national church—and
amount which Christian economy and self-denial other prayers such portions as he thought would to families in particular?”
Sir,— One of the most extraordinary exhibi Tiie divine promise to the Church is that the
will probably justify him in appropriating every be suitable to his own state of mind, and to The Rev. Mr. Malan, one ofthe evangelical min tions of the human character is the contradic gates of hell shall not prevail against her, and
seventh day, to build the temple of the Lord— be earnest in prayer to God for his assistance isters whom they have turned out ofthe nation tion that exists between the conviction ofthe they will not, so long as she is true to herself,
not that his weekly tribute is to be limited to and guidance; and I toid him, that when he al church for preachiug Christ, has published an understanding and the disposition of the heart. her institutions, and above all to her Lord and
that amount if God shall prosper him beyond came to me again, I would direct him what essay on the above questions, which I hope may Man’s life exhibits one series of contradiction_ Master.—Missionary.
do good. The term Methodism is used in the one series of contrariety .Who doesnot believe
his expectations, but as the least which he will to do.
At the end of August, I had told the boys, questions to designate the friends of evangeli that there is a God ? But whilst men acknow
From the United States Gazette.
pledge himself to bestow. Let him designate
the objects to which it shall be appropriated, incidentally, to try to write something in Eng cal religion. Malan shows, by adducing the ledge this with their lips, their whole lives con
THE PRISONER.
and in what proportions, or appoint another to lish, expressive of their notions of how long leading doctrines which they hold—the deprav tradict this acknowledgment. The language of
(From an account of a visit to the Philadelphia Jail. J
do it for him. Let a reesptacle’for such gifts they thought they should live, and how they ity of man—the real divinity of Christ—justifi the heart is, “ Who is tl'.e Lord, that I should
Vve paused at the grating of a cell, and
be placed in the temple of God, in which the wished to live. To give some idea of the senti cation by faith in Christ, and sanctification by serve him ?” Who does not believe that he has the gentleman who accompanied us spoke to
ments
which
Naroo
has
acquired,
I
will
copy
his
grace
—
and
holy
living,
&c.,
that
they
agree
widow may cast her mite and the rich man con
been redeemed with the precious blood of Jesus tiie inmate. 1 lie voice was that of kindness,
tribute of his abundance, consecrating it by the what he wrote,simply correcting gra nmutical er with the fathers of the reformation—refers to Christ? and yet men consider their time, their and it was evident that the prisoner was used to
tear of gratitude to the Redeemer, and of sym rors ; “ A brief expression of my thoughts and the old confession offaith, ot the reformers and talents, their property, their own, and show by
pathy for the lost,- and by the prayer of faith wishes.—In looking back upon my past life, I find of Geneva—appeals to the preaching and testi their lives that they “ will not have this man to that tone from the keeper. He stepped for
and placed himself against the grated door,
that God would bless it to the purposes of his that my memory retains but few particular events. mony of various individuals in the times of the reign over them.” Again, who does not be ward
len long years had been passed in durance by
glory. Let each one write upon his gift his In considering the future, it appears probable reformation. He shows that as the doctrines lieve that there is a Holy Spirit, and that it must
this offender against our laws, and a strong iron
name, and the amount, that the individual ap that I may live about fifty years. It is my wish of these calledMethodists agree with the word of be the highest happiness, as well as dignity of
frame that had stood up against war and the el
pointed to take charge of it, may take a pro that I may become acquainted with the laws of God, and the confession of the reformed church man, to be made partaker ofthe divine nature? ements, was yielding as a consequence of inac
God,
and
to
walk
in
wisdom
’
s
pleasant
ways.
es,
so
their
morals
are
pure
—
they
aim
to
lead
per account thereof.
I he lives of men, however, are contrary to this tion. Hope had almost ceased with the man.
In this way may the the apostlic command be In order to this, I must pray God to keep far holy lives, and in comparison with others they their profession ; they prefer the “ lust of the Sixteen years of his sentence were yet unex
complied with, and Christians act in an impor from me the temptations of Satan, and the fas do so.
flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the pride of
As to the dangers to the state from the pre life;" they “glory in their shame ;” they “mind pired, and there was scarcely ground to ex
tant duty of religion with the knowledge and cinations of the world, to preserve me from all
pect that he would survive that period in con
evil.
And
when
the
time
comes
that
he
will
valence of Methodism. This may be judged earthly tilings.”
oisci et;on, which are not scorned in matters of
finement. With this world thus receding, we
merely secular and temporal importance.— remove me hence, may He then give unto me of from the fact, that the period when Geneva
This paradox may be accounted for by con
Southern Churchman.
eternal life. May He teach me, while I am in attained her greatest eminence, was when what sidering the state of man before the fall, his con questioned him of his hopes of that towards
the world, to bless them that curse me, to love is now called Methodism generally prevailed, dition after the fall, and the remedy provided which he was hastening. His mind was cloud
my neighbour as myself, to fear God and to love and was held in honor—and her decline began for his restoration, Before the fall, man’s heart ed ; there was a lack of early favourable im
From the Southern Churchman.
Him with all my heart, and mind, and soul, and with and has kept pace with her departure from was right in the sight of God : and he had “a pressions, and he seemed to share in the com
FROM PERSIA.
strength ; and of His mercy, may He feed me that faith and practice: as to danger to a na good understanding in all things. His first act, mon feelings of convicts, that his crime had not
been more than that of men who had escaped
The following extract from a letter to the with food convenient for me. Naroo Goluk, tional church—if a church will not stand the
after the fall, exhibited remarkably a two-fold with less punishment, and when we asked him
Editor of the Cincinnati Journal, Dated April Sept. 30, 1834.”—London Miss. Reg.
Scriptures on which Methodism is founded, it disorder; he hated the presence of his God, and
II, 1835, will be read with interestought not to stand—wo he to the church that he “ hid himself amongst the trees of the gar of his sense of guilt towards Him who was yet
Though we accountered severe trials and suffears the prevalence of the doctrines ofthe Bi den.” What more ungodly than the former! to be his judge, the poor man confessed his ofRELIGIOUS.
l^rings, ‘by the way,’ we feel amply compcn
ble, and the holy living among God’s people what more absurd than the latter ! It is worthy fences, but so mingled that confession with
sated now thatwe have reached the land of our
RELIGION IN GENEVA.
which the Bible enjoins—and as to injury to of remark that this double effect ofthe fall is comparisons of crime, that we feared lie saw
destination. Probably, no richer field of prom
There has been, as you no doubt know, a families from Methodism—it cannot be the often alluded to in the same verse of Scripture ; darkly the path of duty.
Having answered the questions which he put
ise is cultivated, by the American eburehes i mo stlamentable falling off" in the Genevan Pro cause, although it maybe made the occasionwe have it in Luke, xxiv. 25. Our blessed to us on important subjects, with what little
GKOKOE W. MYERS, PRINTER.

G A M B 1 EK vo
10
ability we had. and added the advice which man
kind aro more ready to give than to
* j

such «u one have exclaimed, “after having by two
wacwwr,teaching,* g«.u«
gainedu --------------------the contodence oi
J*. fe/1>oor people, are you now' about to crush

o

~

for n.y conduct, than IbeTewcre good
leading men in [he parish. However, I trust I shall
the ways of hoH“es
But now I sec submissively bear these trials, in the lull belief,
to the deserts oi sad
..,i,:ch the world knew
they have hidden mann ,
ersdo not uied- that the day will come when men of my cha acter will have justice done them.
Simon.
not of; glorious joys, whic
g

d'eck'of .he priwwk Mhe pr«“ed h» forehead their
rt-i. hopes,
hooos. and to
in it.birth.
Hurt very re- die with; and the closer and more exact
to de«roy
destroy_
_

lioion, the exteut aud duration of which have been the fuller and sweeter are their joys.
with my pleasures and

against the bars of his cell, and his hand,
repeatedly predicted by you? Your death, 6ti
thrust through the aperture, not boldly to seize
more its disgraceful nature, must falsify your pre
ours, or meanly to solicit, but rather as if in ®

,

’ ,

hope that

dictious, and
aud tar
far irom
from your disciples ------making
f rliVtir him with a con-1 dictions,
- .pros

j^wum-and dv.«, they tbeuuelve. will give up .11 confidence

SsSSaSz*"-

K«SSS
to want my former ■j'veetn^b;
joys: for now I
my forme J ?
joicmg to be without
iven in the way to heaven, and
see there
that one look of faith’s, one smile of Christ one
glanceofheaven, one grape of Canaan
glimpse
of my crown of glory, yields more sweetne s c .
fort and content, than all the pleasures and deligli
the world affords. The very gleaming ofspir .tual
joy is better than the vintage of carnal delight ,
let no man then stand off for want of pleasures, for
here he shall not lose them—only change them foi
those mere substantial and abiding.
i is tan

U| 1 lie Lerner had moved away from the grate much fruit,” would not be accepted a> proot y
aboui to foil ow when the prisouer our philosopher, who would reply, “Reason and
eommou sense are agaiuet you. A long life, steadily directed to the same object would he insuffietoot to accomplish it, especially when your own
obscurity, and the general contempt in which your
nation is held, are considered. Plato’s long me
gained him hut few disciples, he was patronised by
the great. Y’ou have no such advantages, nay,
even your own countrymen hate you for your de H'itnrss.
nunciations. That you may suffer death at Jeru
From the Boston Recorder.
salem is likely enough, but that your death will
PUBLIC
WORSHIP.
propagate your religion is impossible. Wert L to
mother! I”
MV COUBSK IN JtBtATION TO IT.
sec a religion, the growth of three years’ teaching,
1. I am geaerally too late. Because I am
and then crushed by the degraded death ol its au
J joiu I Ite Church Advocate^
friendly to a literal interpretation of the passages
INTENT OP CHRIST’S MISSION AN1) ITS thor, yet succeeding, in aoine degroo, to banish of Scripture relating to the Sabbath as a rest’,
the vulgar superstition, supported, as it is, by all.
FULFILMENT.
“ The great end of Christ’s mission was to the power of Romo, and by all the prejudices of hence I have some hours more ot sleep on Snbform an universal Church, gathered out ol all the education, 1 would acknowledged such an event a bath morning than on any other. Besides if I
natioiw of the world, and to extend tho limits of greater miracle than vet performed by you. I hese should come in seasonably, anil reach my seat
some may account for by magic, but this transcends (juietly, I should attract no attention and en
thia society from age to age.”—Motheim.
the power of imagination, and, if verified, will com courage the scandalous supposition that I was
“ If Jesus Christ was not each as his historians
not there.
have delineated, we must admire the geniua which pel mo to believe in your divine mission.”
Before our philosopher leaves Judea, he learns
2. I make it a point to take my dog with me.
has struck out an ideal ao perfect, and still more
that chanco which has suggested, uniformly, the that the extraordinary person who had engaged his lie seems perfectly to understand what my “go
attention, had indeed met the ignominious end to-meeting” dress indicates, and cuts many a
same ideal to four evangelists, who could never
have planned it, individually or in concert. Rut if himself expected,that tho night preceding his death caper in prospect, so that I have not the heart,
ho was such as we cannot doubt, of what nature was passed by him in deep anxiety; that his dis poor fellow to deny him. Moreover, my neigh
was this extraordinary man, who resembles none of ciples, ns soon as lie was seized, all forsook him, bors following my example, the congregation
tho great men whose images history has transmit und lied, with the exception of a hot-headed mail, is nearly doubled, and then he trots up and
ted to us,whose life,spotless as free from affectation, who, with his sword, struck one of the officers, but down the aisles most canonically, not forgetting
permits us not the glimpse of a single foible. This immediately followed the example of the other fu the pulpit stairs; and by sundry movements of
Jew, this member of a nation the most egotistic, gitives, und in the course of the same evening, when his and his associates, keeps divers grave per
the most obstinately individual, tho steady enemy cliurgcd with being one of his disciples, ropeated- sonages in a state of vigilance, eminently con
of all mankind, first conceivd the idea of a univer ly forswore his acquaintance. His master before ducive to wakefulness. He gets now and then
sal religion, of a church to embrace the world, of a he expired on the cross, apparently breathed out a rap, from “the powers that be” for his an
brotherhood of mankind beneath one common fa despair in tho awful words, “ My God ! my God ! tic?, but he bears it nobly, assured of my sym
why hast thou forsaken me!” However astonished pathy, and seldom makes any return save a yelp
tlier.”—FiZ/rr's Kutuy. •flpptndir.
by the doctrines taught, and by the miracles per
“ Tho idea of changing the moral aspect of the formed by Jesus,our philosopher naturally conceives or two, uttered mournfully, and at times with
world, of recovering all nations to the pure and his claim to inspiration canceled by Ins end, und rather unbecoming vehemence. Transactions of
this sort among the canine part of the congre
inward worship of one God, aud to a spirit of di
dismisses from his mind all further reflections upon gation,have greatly interested the young people
vine ami paternal lovo was one of which wo meet
not a trace in any philosopher or loginlator before the character of a man whom lie could consider on I have noticed, and doubtless it attracts some of
ly as a most inexplicable compound of wisdom and them there, who might otherwise be absent, and
Chriat.’’—CA««ai»g*» Ditcourie, II.
insanity, of piety mid imposture; his inisci’itblc end URWOithily D££UpiedReiuliard’s “ Plan of the Founder of Chris having disproved that divii.c mission; w-Meh,“money
3. T fail not to close the door with a strong
tianity” presents the same idea moro largely ex could have cleared up and reconciled the jarring hand. This, besides announcing the important
panded. Porteus, in his second volumu of ser and discordant parts of his strangely unequal char fact of my arrival, will interest the preacher
mons, has tho sumo thought, I believe, suggested acter.
somewhat, and communicate a salutary shock
by his friend Heckor.
Sixty years nftcr, our philosopher, now settled to any dozer there may be in the congregation.
in
nn
obscure
corner
of
Bit.hynia,
finds
his
reverend
This is no modern conceit. Origen, said, at tho
My pew door I also close with noticeable ener
close of tho second century: “lie who inquires age disturbod by the appearance of a new sect gy, for similar reasons, after having let the
will soo that Jesus darod to undertake, and suc which proscribes the worship of the gods, and in people know by the firmness and boldness of
ceeded in accomplishing what was beyond human culcates that of a single Deity, the Creator of lieu my footsteps, that I am far enough from that,
von and earth, anil Father of tho Lord Jesus sly and noiseless way of reaching my pew, which
power. No too Lnotantius.
In the compass of history thero is not so aston Christ. He recollects the latter name, and learns rogues practice in reaching a sheep-fold.
ishing nn objoct ns Jesus Christ when beginning that those samo timid disciples, who had fled from
4. I am an unfailing observer of all that come
bis sermon on tho Mount. A young man, about their living mnstcr, had, two months after that
, No mortal reaches his seat in our meeting
(light,
declared
in
public,
that
lie
who
died
on
the
thirty years old destitute of learning, except what
house without having my eye upon him. No
lie had acquired from the Law and tho Prophets, crosH, had risen from the dead, that they had for sooner is the latch lifted than I am on the alert,
tho parables and sayings of the Rabbis, conies for forty days, repeatedly seen and conversed with him, and lie must be a very fox that steals to his place
ward, announcing nn intention which never before and that he hud renewed his claim to the title of without the benefit of my scrutiny. However,
entered into the thoughts of any snge or philoso tho expected Messiah, and empowered them to as I am, as above stated, generally late in my
pher. It was to free mankind from Polythhcism proclaim his honors to the world, to call men to self, I have not quite as much occupation of this
mid idolatry, from the burlhons of the Mosaic law, repentance, and to perform miracles, ns the proof sort ns I might, otherwise have; but I contrive
an 1 to impart to them a religion perfectly opposed of their veracity. And that this had gone on till to make up the deficiency by a very careful
to thoso then existing: a roligion purely spiritual every province of tho empire was thronged with survey of all the objects of vision in the house.
ns founded in tho love of God mid man. Tho these secretaries, so that, the temples of the gods Wigs, ribbons, feathers, indeed I know the rig
means employed by him to effect his purpose, wero were forsaken, and scarcely a sacrifice presented af of every topsail sweeping through these seas.
ns extraordinary as the conception of it. llo in their allar.
4. As for sleeping, I have settled it long ago,
Our philosopher now perceives that the reverse that a short nap, in my own particular case, is
formed his humble disciples that they were to en
lighten the world, mid to diffuse through it righ of all he formerly anticipated, has occurred. That not to be put down among the rankest of abom
teousness, ns tho leaven plnced in bread pervadbs the Apostles, a frighted set of poor creatures, had inations. I obey nature's impulses in this mat
tho mass. To effect this, their ntornlB wore to be undertaken, after their master’s death, what they ter, being very scrupulous about violating any
purity itself, and with no other defence, they were had (led from in his lifetime, and that they had ac of her laws. Though I must own I have not
to go forth, ns lambs among wolves. Tho closing complished their undertaking. And this they did been without my trials on thissubjeef, as I once
of tho Jewish nge, tlm destruction of tho city, notwithstanding his fearful agony in the garden, fell (the most affecting idea I ever had of an
mentioned by him ns the time of his coming, and and his apparently despairing cry upon the cross. avalanche) with alarming violence from my seat.
the calling of the Gentiles, topics peculiarly hateful These alone were enough to crush their hopes, and I was sorely frightened, and somewhat hurt, still
to his countrymen, arc the frequent subject of his these were, probably, appointed by Providence to there would not have been so much made of
evince more strongly the certainty of that Resur the matter had it not been that my dog, above
discourses.
A Grecian philosopher, contemporary with our rection, which alone could have emboldened the noticed, was thrown into the most inexpressi
Hnviour, would have admired his morality, and terrified and fugitive apostles to undertake to com ble dismay, and gave vent to his fears and his
smiled at. the means and instruments by which he plete a work which had destroyed their master.
sorrows, for verily he was hurt, in some of the
Had Jesus been patronized by Herod, had he liv most melancholy as well as thrilling tones that
meant to enforce its observance. He would have
remarked that his own description of his instru ed to old age, seen his religion widely spread, and ever resounded within those walls. Now, it is
ments, “lambs among wolves,” was, of itself, then ascended to Heaven, in sight of the general not the principle of napping, so much as the
sufficient to prove the vanity of an undertaking, assembly of his nation, we should have accounted results that occasion me anxiety. I sleep still
in which thoso instruments mustperish in their for the testimony borne to his miracles from the in meeting, though I confess my slumbers are
first attempt.
With respect to imparting the vanity of his countrymen. And the example of less quiet than formerly.
knowledge of tlio unity of God to all mankind, Proculus, who swore Romulus into heaven, would
6. There is another of nature’s dictates which
he would have viewed, with pity and contempt, have been mentioned as something of the same
I am not in the habit of violating. The result
the rash enthusiast, who| dared to conceive a kind.
Our philosopher would now recognize the resur- of a frequent cold is a hard cough, upon which
thought which Plato, three centuries before, had
pronounced impossible to be verified. Whnt would | r®c*-’on °f tHo Prophet, which he would see, recon I feel bound to put no restraint, however sonohave been his astonishment had lie accompanied j c*^d the apparent anomalies in his character, rious the consequences. I am not the man to
and which was proved by the spreading of his re endanger the rupture of a blood-vessel by such
the Saviour to Cteaarca Philippi?
ligion, in defiance of opposition, and apparent im an effort. Besides,my throat exercises accomplish
Not. long after the sermon on the Mount, Jesus possibility.
some important objects, such as the reminding
chose twelve of his disciples, whom ho called
of the doctor, if he is there, of his prospects of
I
lie
whole
of
that
evidence
which
converted
the
Apostles. These he instructed, and sent out to
a patient, without the trouble of sending him a
proclaim the kingdom of God as now at hand, and philosopher, lies before us. And the words of our message; the excitement of sympathy in those
to prove the mission by healing the sick. One of Saviour are as applicable to the present age as to around me in the state of my health ; and I have
their offices, unknown to them, at that time was to that in which he said: “If I had not done among found that the preacher himself was not a lit
bear witness to the resurrection of their master, them the works which none other man did, thev tle interested, as he locks at me during such ex
of which they would be competent judges, as hav had not had sin.”
ercises with appearances of deep emotion,which
ing accompanied him ever since the baptism of
, n
_
.
John, and hence not to be deceived by an impostor, ed tb^ — * ~
Tll,c a.nc,cnt Christian, limit- kind man, I cannot believe were any thing but
time of our Saviour’s leaching to a year and soma the sincerest compassion. And furthermore,
who might personate him. They returned after inontbs. . Front St. John tre find that three Passovers were this thing, in a man of respectability, exerts no
having experienced the power of their master in kept during the time of his preaching. This supposes two small influence in encouraging others to do the
their own success. They were thenceforward his years and more. But see Pearce on John vi. 4tli verse : same, especially the “small fry” of the congre
“There does not seem to t»e any reason for the Evangelists
companions, and from his power, and his blame inserting
this verse, nothing in this chapter having any re gation, so that I am sometimes the leader of a
less life,inferred that he wasThe promised Messiah, lation to the feast of the Passover, or to any other of the concert of the most noticeable character; and
the King of Israel. They declared this as their Jewish feasts. Some are of opinion that the word pascha thus, all the advantages which a single exer
opinion, after ptating those more vague, which is an interpolation ; and I think that the whole verse is so : cise of tile kind above mentioned produces, are
were circulated concerning him. With this slen because in Chapter v. i. mention is made of a feajit (pro- multiplied by the number taking part of the
l»ably the feast of PenU-cnut,} and in chapter vii. 2. of the
der foundation for the establishment of his religion feast of
between which two, no feast appointed S41116,
he appear, to have been perfectly satisfied, declar- by the law of Moses intervened. It does not appear from
have thus given an honest account of the
**• would build a church on it which should the evangelists account, that Jesus was present at a feast rh;r.^S?pta'ne^
*n relation to public worof the passover here mentioned, and yet it seems probable ship
c y a t powers of evil. At the same time
ever congregation had a suitable number
that he, who fulfilled all righteousness would not have been
his humble follower-’, the astound absent from a feast of the passover, which (as it is here
a f my- c,laracterin this respect, I speak,
ing information tlratthm. \« • ,
, said) was then nigh at hand.”
.Jt ITt
, neit Messiah, the Son of, (tod,
wi i a 1 humility, who could doubt about their
and
King ofr Israel,
T
If
the
Bishop
is
right,
as
I
believe,
the
philosopher',
. suffernow to go up , to Je
being h'ghly favored. And yet so monstrous
rusalem, and ,i
there to
argument receive, double strength, by shortening the time
ignominious than is now that of tbi.
‘
>rP I of our Saviour’s ministry. But whatever the time, wheth- ninntnPerVe»rS,t/ °f the PC0Ple 'vl’cre I live, that
was more excruciating. He informs* i®’ aS ” " lhrW! yC<*rS °r e'ghteen months, it is certainly cogent, thcr iedni°Ut ° ?venty» think my course is raB
’’’’them also1 since no power, short ~e
;_:— —
.. .have .
...
of j
divine,
could
foretold
the
< isgrace than a blessing to the sanctuary
thitthey must expect no better treatment
?0
Wm.ii their I death of Jesus, and the subsequent acknowledgment of Even our pastor has dropped sundry bin
master.
**
1 him as the Messiah, conjoined with his own brief minis
aud we were
said, in a low voice,
••Owe word more, if you please. You seem
to understand these things. Du the spirits of
the departed ever come back to witness the ac
tions and situation of the living ?
“ Many people believe it,” we replied, “ and
the scripture says that there is ‘joy in heaven
over a sinner that repenteth’ on earth. It may
therefore be true.**
“Il may be,” said the man, “ My poor, poor

From the Sunday School Visiter.
EXTRACTS FROM THE MOTHER AT HOME.
Mr. Editor,—I have lately been reperusing

Abbott’s excellent little work, called the “ Mo
ther at Home,” and find in it so much that is
applicable to the design of the Visiter, that I
have been induced to offer a few extracts for
publication. In the part I have selected, he
says:
There are certain seasons which are appro
priate for guiding the thoughts to heaven. Our
feeling's vary with the scenes around us. One
of the”most important duties of the mother is, to
watch for these occasions and diligently to im
prove them; and any parent who is faithfu
will find innumerable opportunities, which will
enable her to come into almost immediate con
tact with the heart of the child. The hour of
sickness comes, your little daughter is feverish
and restless upon her pillow; you bathe herburning brow, and moisten her parched tongue, and
she hears your prayer that she may be restored
to health/See awakes from refreshing sleep, re
lieved from pain. You tell her then that if God
had not interposed, her sickness would have in
creased. until she died. By pointing her atten
tion to this one act of kindness in God, which she
can see and feel, you may excite emotions of
sincere gratitude. You may thus lead her to
real grief that she should ever disobey her hea
venly Father.
A father once led his little daughter into the
grave-yard, to show her the grave of a play
mate, who a few days before had been consign
ed to her cold and narrow bed. The little girl
looked in silence and sadness for some moments,
upon the fresh mound, and then looking up,
said, ‘I now know what is meant by the hymn,

difficulty, into one which is replete with thg
hidden snares of the evil one; great will be
their responsibility who not only forsake the
way of life themselves, but draw others aside
also. When will the time come when parents
and Sunday school teachers shall be seen, de„
spite of the trials that attend it, unite hand in
hand, in the work of their Redeemer? Jf tj)e
rising generation be taught the principles of p|.
ety, they will undoubtedly, (in the words of
prophet) “to their unborn heirs,” religiously
transmit the same. Yes and they again tof^
children, that come after them. The time is I
trust, not far distant, when “ the kingdoms ol
this world shall .become the kindoms of our
Lord and his Christ.” Ought we not Mr. Edi.
tor, in view of that blessed period, pray daii
and hourly, -'■Thy kingdom come?"
J. p. y
For the Gambier Observer.
“PER A.RDUA AD ASTRA.”

In no condition of
|ife docs the
cipleot forth so beau [bill, cxllibit the enerc
of its nature, and disclose the
cbJ
ercise, as when man is the subject m ^^'/
and distress. It is true, sceptics would impose
upon our belief instances of heroic virtue, where
the mind has displayed great patience and for.
titude independent of Religion; and that men
by the aids of philosophy have sunk triumphant
to the tomb. This is the language of Pride-,
not of reason or experience. I will, however
speak of a man, a id leave profane history to
adduce a parallel. Heaven had lifted himtoa
state of grandeur and greatness reached by
none of his generation. Every refined enjoyment,
every social endearment, strewed its multiplied
blessings along his path: in a word, he was thefavorite of Heaven and the pride of men. From
this state of opulence he was reduced to beggary. Sympathy in man he found not; those
whom his generous heart had aided in his prosperity, requited their benefactor by contempt
in his adversity; the space of a few hours ex
‘I, in the burying-place may see
hausted every’ source of earthly joy, and left
Graves shorter there than I.’
him a friendless and forlorn victim to the scon
‘ My grave would be longer than this.’ This and contempt of a misjudging world, and a prey
dear child now lies by the side of that grave.—
to consuming disease. In this state of unpar
But her parents can smile through their tears,
alleled suffering, he was assailed as a vile b/yas they helieve that her spirit is in heaven. It ocrite, an imposter on man and a blasphemed
is by introducing children to such scenes as this; God; his existing misfortunes adduced as an
and seizing upon such occasions, that we may evidence of his previous imposture, and a just
most successfully inculcate lessons of piety.— retribution of his secret iniquity. Thus seem
One such incident enters more deeply into the ingly deserted of God, and assailed
heart than volumes of ordinary conversation.
proaches of those, who instead of being inev,\%
You are perhaps riding; «iti, your son. It is were his oppressors; he patiently submitted
a lovoiy summer's morning.
The fields lie meekly protesting his innocence of any known
spread before you in beauty, the song of the guilt, appealing to the rectitude of his past life
bird is heard, all nature seems uttering a voice
of gladness, as you ascend some eminence, to prove the power and celestial nature of the
which gives you a commanding view of all the principles he still retained. lie had soothed the
varied beauties of the scene; of hill and valley, heart that was bursting with grief, and dried up
rivulet and forest, of verdant pastures and low the tear of bereavement,—the friendless and
ing herds. Can you fail to point the attention oppressed bad found an asylum within his gates,
of your boy to these beauties, and from thence, But he appealed in vain to those whose stern
to lead his mind to Him whose word called them wisdom verged to injustice; whose extravagant
into being? And may you not thus, most ef righteousness fell short of humanity. But the
fectually, carry his thoughts away to heaven? triumph was yet reserved. Prostrated upon the
May you not lead his mind to the green pas cold earth alone, and forgotten and rapidly de
tures and the still waters, where there is sweet caying under his consuming malady* he was
repose forever? May you not introduce him approached by her who was his last,' his only
to that kind Shepherd, who there protects his friend. Years of mutual kindness perhaps bad
flock, gathering the lambs in his arms, and fold engendered mutual affection which nothing
ing them to his bosom ? May not a mother’s could abate; it was perhaps upon her bosow
or a father’s tougue, here plead with an elo his sinking head reclined when she thus address
quence unknown in the pulpit? By carefully ed him. Dost thou still believe that right'll
improving such occasions as these, you may pro secure a better reward than wrong ? Wilt thou
duce an impression on the mind,which all future still confide in a being who is indifferent to vour
years cannot remove. You may so intimately distress; nay! who is unjust in its permission!
connect devotional feelings with the ever vary Behold ! the wicked triumph, and oppression
If ever tin
ing events and changing scenes of life, that ev- vaunts! “Curse God and die\
principle
of
Faith
revealed
an
instance
of fidel
ry day’s occurrences will lead his thoughts to
God. The raging storm ; the hour of sickness; ity, that calls for the imitation of Christians,
the funeral procession; the tolling bell, will, in and demands admiration of all; it is to be read
all after-life, carry hack his thoughts to a moth in this man’s answer. Let recollection only re
er’s instructions and prayers. Should your son tain the amount of his distress, how all the
hereafter be a wanderer from home, as he stands painful circumstances of his condition favors
upon the Alps, or rides upon the ocean, his distrust in the equity of Providence, anrfthe
mind will involuntarily be carried to Him who propriety of these words will be most ev'Awt,
rules the waters, and who built the hills. With “Hast thou considered my servant Job, tW
these occasions, which produce so vivid an ef- there is none like him in the earth.” “Woman!
feet upon the mind, endeavor to connect views said he, “is thy wisdom so shallow? Is thy sigk
of God and heaven. Avoid inappropriate occa so dim that thou canst not see beyond the circl
sions; there are times when serious injury is of domestic comfort and social enjoyment?done by urging the claims of religion. Your Are these always, and the only evidence of Di
child is angry; his flushed cheek, and violent vine approbation? But more than this, “W(
emotions, show the sinful irritation of his mind. have received good from the hands of the Lord
Shall the mother now converse with him upon and shall we not receive evil also?” If Hea
the wickednss of these feelings and God’s dis ven’s past favors have not been requited bf
pleasure ? No? it is unseasonable ; it would be pious gratitude, it is but a small duty to bc re
as unavailing as to converse with a madman or signed under present ills. No,woman, I cat*
one intoxicated. Wait till these passions have yield to the suggestions of thy faithless hear:
subsided before you attempt to reason with him “For I know that my redeemer liveth, and tbs
upon their impropriety, and to lead him to evan he shall stand at the latter day upon the earth
gelical repentance. Kneel by his bedside in and though after my skin worms destroy thi>
the silence of his chamber, and in the pensive body, yet in my flesh shall I see God: whenl
hour of evening; when his mind is calm, pas shall see for myself, and mine eyes shall behold
sion not triumphing over reason, he will hear and not another; though iny reins be consume*you, and may be melted into contrition. When within me.” Here then,Christian, is the seerei
Peter denied his Master, he did it with cursing of the good man’s strength; here is the efficacy
and swearing; but when his fears had subsided, of that principle, denominated Faith, whid
and the hour of reflection came,with a sad heart throws a tranquility over his features, and e&
he entered the hall of Pilate. Then did a sin dues him with such God-like greatness when all
gle glance from the Saviour, pierce h’s heart, external circumstances are adverse, av-ff
last hope of earthly good is withdrawn.
and he went out and wept bitterly.’
galley slave or a dungeon captive, yet he1
A child is highly excited with pleasurable
emotions. His attention is so highly engross most free ; his felicity is not hinged upon
ed by the immediate object of his enjoyment, precarious tenure of sensual life ; when WsS
that it is almost impossible to draw his thoughts ed about as the sport of capricious fortun1to any other subject. If, under these circum the same great soul remains unsubdued : bis
stances, an effort is made to convince him of the imated features beam with more brightness
uncertainty of human enjoyments, of his own as the pressure of misfortune weighed bifl
sinfulness, of the need of a Saviour; the effort down. I hough doomed to wade the waters c
will not only, in all probability, be unavailing, but adversity, this celestial Faith is the sure anchof’
the subject will be so unwelcome as to excite age of his soul. It is for him emphatically
disgust, lhere are times when the mind is pre adopt the language of Stilpo, who when he
pared with gratitude to receive religious in- asked by Demetrius if he had lost any th/
during the pillage and burning ot Megara, h'
sti uction. Let such be improved. There are
others when the mind is so manifestly engross native city—“No,” replied the philosoph
ed m one all absorbing subject, that iHs in
connectReligion with^pleaLnrasZocillions1
te the highes
dishonor upon God, and depreciaff
character of their Religion, by uinavowed d|S'
Ibis extract is of greater length than T nt trust in the ways of Heaven- A number «c‘
firs ,n,ended it shoufd be, but the le'“ns
less, like Tantalus, hunger and thirst in V
• uable, and were all parents to pursue the midst of plenty, suffering their present happ
course here recommended, soon would ho ness to be disturbed and sometimes anniliilatc
ciown of rejoicing encircle the brow of Zion by prospective dis. “ Tis most ungrateful t0‘
& z “X”to raeeli V7
and the approach of that happy day, foretold benevolent God I If a virtuous man is dooi”^
It is this declaration to which I pointed, when 1 try
to suffer, while pampered vice soars upon t*11
by ancient prophecy, be accelerated.
surmised the astonishment supposed to have accom
gales of prosperity, let him remember, eternpanied the Saviour thug far. “What!’ would I “J ha(1 formerly, with the world, accounted the
Ihe want of self-denial is the great nheto l /•uth stands pledged that a friend is advancing
GerT,Se; and
"hen I had
i ’pint of a Christian to be a melancholy spirit, and vcrftv h
stands in the way of duty- and -i, f ^acle when he will justify his ways toman, andvind*’
} cen nn king that I had more good rea- that
the wish or prayer for grace to
eW ha/C
*
br‘‘Cc to surmount it, the ca'ethe equity of his throne. “What 1

thou knowest not now ; but thou shalt know
hereafter.” Yes, the “Wreck of matter and
the crush ofWorlds,” will unfold the mysteries
that are involved in the great disparity of hu
man condition, Then two of Newtons great
wanders will appear to all, “ Many will be
in Heaven whom I did not expect to see there,
and many will be absent whom I expected to
see.”

present their cordial Christian congratulations to their
beloved fellow member, the Right Rev. Jackson Kemper
D. D„ on his accession, happily consumated this day, to
the distinguished office of the first Missionary Bishop of
our Church, and assure him of their prayers that the bles
sings of God’s providence and grace may be abundantly
vouchsafed him in the discharge of his high, holy and ar
duous duties.
Resolved, That we affectionately commend the Missiona
ry Bishop to theprayersof our fellow-members generally
of the Church.
Resolved, That an attested copy of these resolutions be
presented to the Right Rev. Bishop Kemper, and another
be published in the Missionary Record.
An Example—On motion of Bishop Doane, the fol
lowing preambleand resolution were adopted:
Whereas, the Rev. W. A. Muhlenburg, D. D. on be
half of himself and the missionary Society of the Flush
ing Institute, has communicated to this Board, through
the Rev. Dr. Kemper, his intention to contribute for five
years the sum of §200 towards the formation of a Fund
from which the missionary Bishops of this Church may be
enabled to add to the appropriation made by this Society to
the missionaries under their care. Therefore
Resolved, As the opinion of this Board, that the ex
ample thus set is worthy of imitation, and is hereby re
commended to the pious liberality of the members of the
Church.
Provision for superanuated or disabled missionaries.—On
motion of the Rev. Mr. Cumming, it was
Resolved, That a joint Committee of four, to be chosen
from the two Committees belonging to this Board, be ap
pointed, to inquire and report at the next annual meeting
of this Board, whether some provision ought not to be
made, for Missionaries, who, in the employment of this
Society, may become disabled by age, or any other infir
mity from performing ministerial duty; and in case it shall
be deemed expedient that such provision should be made,
to report a plan for effecting the object,—said joint Com
mittee to be appointed by the Committees, respectively,
two by each.

All things being now arranged for carrying on the mis
sion of the Church efficiently and extensively, it remains
for its members to assume immediately and zealously the
important responsibilities which devolve upon them.—
Every heart should be constantly and fervently engag
ed in prayer for the unconverted world, for the divine
blessing upon the efforts of the Church, for its conversion,
and upon the labors of those whom it has sent forth as the
instruments of the Lord for this purpose. Every hand
should be opened to supply the means necessary to its ac
complishment. There seems co have been a pause in the
active efforts of the friends of Missions in our Church,while
their attention has been concentrated upon the new aspect
in which they have appeared. Let them now respond
with renewed and redoubled zeal to the calls which have
been made upon them, and fulfil the important part which
the Church has declared to belong inseparably to their re
lation as her members. The most zealous and general co
operation on their part will he necessary to sustain her in
the advanced position) which she has fearlessly assumed.—
Episcopal Recorder.

Thanksgiving.—The governor of Massachusetts has to science, art, %nd literature; Alcala, founded by Cardi
appointed Thursday, the third day of December next as nal Cisnero, especially as a school of theology; and Valla
dolid, which arose under the Austrian dynasty. Besides
a day of public thanksgiving.

these, there arts twenty four called “ Universidades Alinores,” being monastic colleges or seminaries, with university
privileges. These yield to the first three, not only in lite
rary influence and reputation, but in endowment, number
Wf students, and weight of honors. The most distinguish
ed of these are Saragossa, Valencia, Seville, Grenada, To
ledo, St. Jago, &c.
An Experiment of Immediate Emancipation—In Anti
gua 30,000 slaves xvere made unconditionally free on the
“A Walk about Zion.”—Messrs.W. Marshall &. Co. first of August, 1834. On the fourth of August, 1835
Extract from Bishop Stone’s Pastoral Letter.
have recently published a work under this title from the the Weekly Register, of that Island gives the following ac
' ‘
SUNDAY VISITS.
pen of the Rev. John A. Clarke, Rector of St. Andrew’s count of the result of the experiment. The Register, it is
One practice which prevails more or less in every section
Church, author of the Pastor’s Testimony, <^c. Its ob said, xvas not predisposed to approve the change. We
of the diocese I must mention with the utmost reprobation
ject
is to portray the most striking features of the Epis commend its testimony, therefore, to the serious considera
that of receiving and paying visits on the Lord’s day. In
copal Church, to exhibit its peculiarities “in connection tion of those who legard immediate emancipation as under
the visiter this is as great a violation of worldly decorum
with its evangelical and spiritual character, and at the all circumstances, of course, a wild and fanatical measure.
as of religious obligation. For in many cases it compels
same time meet the objection raised against it in a spirit It is true that much labor had been bestowed upon the re
his host, whatever may be his secret regret and disappoint
of Christian kindness and love.” The author has xvell ligious instruction of the slaves in Antigua for many years
ment, to accept the idle chat of an indevout companion, as
accomplished his design both in the faithfulness of his prior to their emancipation; but are there not extensive
a substitute for the precious privileges (private or public)
Episcopal Church in India—The Bishop of Calcutta sketches and the excellence of spirit which prevails districts in our oxvn country where slaves are nearly if not
of the Lord’s day. By this means the worship of God is
(Bishop Wilson) in a charge recently published, states, throughout the whole. There is nothing in it of the quite as well prepared for freedom as those of Antigua?
neglected, his authority is insulted, the sanctity of the sab
that when the vacancies which are about being filled, are strife or controversy, but simply an exhibition of facts
bath is violated, the means of grace are allowed to produce
From the Antigua Weekly Register.
all supplied, there will be about 120 missionaries and the and arguments, in pleasing and appropriate language, to
no lasting impression, and the ministers of Christ are inevi
“In the course of the lapsed year ot freedom, there has
set
forth
what the author deems to be the truth. He been
stations
“
which
in
part
are
at
least
served
about
130.
”
—
an unquestionable improvement in the habits of the
tably left to mourn over the declining state of religion and
We learn with pleasure this increase of ministerial strength has added very greatly to his own valuable matter, by in people. The wandering spirit has evaporated, they have
of morals. The sacrifice of spiritual improvement is not
in India—but what are these in a population so great, and corporating the sentiments of other writers in our church, discovered that there has been much less leisure or spare
confined to the persons who occasion it; it exerts a certain
communicated to him by letter aud otherwise, thus
a territory so extensive.—<8. Churchman.
influence on the minds of your children and domestics--strengthening his positions, and creating a pleasing va time in domestic service than in agriculture—less certainty
The former deprived of their religious instructions, the
in desultory employments such as fishing, portering and
The Lord Bishop of London had gone to Holland, and riety. We have no doubt that the present work will boating, &c., and the comforts of ‘home,’ begin to be duly
latter of their rest from labor, actually robbed of the privi
prove
as
acceptable
and
useful
as
the
previous
popular
after
preaching
a
sermon
in
the
Episcopal
Church
at
Rot

lege which God had mercifully allotted to them on his sab
publications of the author. We shall as soon as prac appreciated. The employing and superintending class,
terdam, confirmed the new members of that Cliureli.—TV. ticable, insert some interesting extracts from it, which too. have gradually acquired the art ot governing those as
bath, they cease to reverence the day and its Divine insti
tution. Light and trifling conversation is suffered to oc
Y. Gazette.
will better explain its character than the brief remarks freemen whom they once commanded as bondsmen, and
cupy the season which should be attended with hopes and
the practice of task-work which is becoming almost uni
which
we are now able to make.—Epis. Rec.
meditations full of immortality. Under the existence of
versal has given the threefold advantage of stimulus to
Massachusetts Bible Society.—By request of a mem
such a state of things, the decay of parishes, and the growth
exertion, despatch of important work, and leisure to the
ber of the Executive committee of this Society, we insert
P
astoral
T
heology
.
—
Another
publication
of
the
series
of infidelity are the sure and certain consequences. Tri
laborer for domestic and other employment. 1 his noxv ex
the following;
on this subject, has issued from “the Missonary Press,”
vial is the excuse for your own neglect of homage to God,
In a narrative of the visit to the American Churches Burlington, N. J. It is entitled “ The Office and Work tends, xve understand, even to weeding; and xvith the in
that you do not prevent your families from attending church
creasing
use of the plough and other machinery, which
by Rev. Drs. Reed and Matheson, in the character of of the Ministry,” and comprises Bishop Wilson’s “ Apos
but that upon all suitable occasions you recommend the
Delegates from the Congregational Union of England tolical Commissions,” and Bishop Doane’s “Christian Pas save a great deal of the severer tillage so distasteful in the
duty of attendance on the means of grace. This is not in
culture of the sugar cane, xve may hope lor a prospering
and Wales, I find the following sentences in relation to
Triennial Report of the Episcopal Sunday-school Unitarian Influence and the “ Massachusetts Bible So tor,” the former a sermon delivered at an ordination in Cal colony.”
conformity with the maxim founded upon universal expe
cutta,
in
January,
1833,
and
the
latter
an
address
to
the
rience—that example is more efficacious than precept — Union, 1835.—We have been favoured with this document ciety.
students of the General Theological Seminary, at the com
Some most extraordinay cases of cure of deafness and
While you neglect so important a duty, there is little rea from which we propose to make a few extracts. In speak
“Of it (i. e. Unitarian) feebleness two^little incidents mencement in 1834. They are both valuable productions making‘the dumb to speak,’ have recently been performed
son to hope that your children will duly appreciate privile
may
assist
you
to
a
confirmed
opinion.
When
this
system
by
Dr. Webster, of Nexv York, by surgical operations on
ges which they see so lightly esteemed by their parents— ing of past years, the Report complains of much indiffer- teas inits power and progress, it managed to get the Mas the perusal of which cannot but be profitable to those en the ear. Among others the case of a young man about 21
Are your children now afflicting you by living without ance on the part of Episcopalians, but indulges better ex sachusetts Bible Society under its controul. The conse gaged in and preparing for the ministry.—Episcopal Re years of age, named Wilson, from Virginia, who had been
the love and fear of God? Ask yourself what has been the pectations for the future.
quence was, that the Orthodox quietly retired, and corder.
for some time an inmate of the Deaf and Dumb Asylum
influence of your example in this respect. Its effects may
formed
a society for themselves. The original society in
A brighter day, it is evident, has dawned upon the insti
Conversion of a Roman Priest.—The “Vindicator” in that city, is related, and vouched for, in the Nexv York
be as injurious to servants, who, from neglected education tution. It is experiencing far greater favor than it ever the hands of the Unitarians, actually disposed, last year, of
states that the Romish clergyman who was lately the papers. By the skilful operations of Dr. W. the sense
soon learn to slight sacred things, even with the best exam yet enjoyed. Erroneous impressions in regard to it have twenty one Bibles!”
of hearing was almost instantaneously restored to this un
ple set before them.
If any notice can be thought necessary of such extra priestly confessor among the family connections of Charles fortunate mute, xvho, up to this period, had been totally
been removed; its auxiliaries are fast multiplying: dona
Carroll of Carrollton, has become disgusted with the wick
ordinary
misrepresentations,
it
will
be
sufficient
to
tions to it have been more frequent: its business operations state;—
edness of the Romish system, and especially that part of it cut off from all intercourse with the world--- Ohio State
WIIAT THE CHURCH NEEDS.
have become more extensive: its stock has been much en
That of the eighteen Trustees of the Massachusetts connected with auricular confession. He has renounced Journal.
Amidst the numerous projects already in the Church for larged. and the Board of Managers have the satisfaction
Temperance Societies in Great Britain.—The last number
Bible Society, elected at the last annual meeting, most popery and it is hoped he is a changed character- It is un
doing good, we are not disposed to suggest a new one, but of stating it is now in a decidedly prosperous condition.
of them have held their offices for many years—nine derstood that he has joined the Protestant Episcopal of the London Temperance Her tld states the members of
would revive an old one, whose efficacy in former times,
church,
and
is
now engaged in theological duties, prepar Temperance Societies in England and Wales, at 117,803
The
managers
state
that
50
new
auxiliaries
have
been
are
orthodox,
viz.
Rev.
Drs.
Holmes,
Jenks,
Codman,
should at least commend it to favorable notice. We mean
atory to the duties of the gospel ministry, in communion being an increase within tlie month preceding of 1807--the simple preaching of Christ crucified accompanied by added since the last report, making the present number, Sharp, and Rev. Mr. Hague, with four laymen;
Of these 30,000 are in Lancashire, 13,617 in Yorkshire,
That the Recording Secretary of the Society is the with that denomination.”
humble and earnest prayer to Him, who can make such 380 being about one half of the whole number of Sunday
11,000 in Cornwall, and only 7,345 in Middlesex.
Rev. William Jenks, D. D.
preaching powerful in the conviction and conversion of schools connected with the Episcopal Church.
M
ormons
.
—
A
correspondent
of
the
‘
Miami
of
the
That of three individuals composing the executive
sinners. We do not intend to insinuate, that there is no
Trinity Church Property.—The property of this religious
Lake’ gives a short description of the Temple of Mormtin,
In regard to a general plan or system of instruction the committee, two are orthodox;
such preaching now, but that there is not enough of it.—
or, as it is called, the “Temple of the Lord,” in Kirtland, corporation amounts to half a million or more. .It prin
That
agreeably
to
the
report
of
that
committee,
pre

God’s blessings are preceded by exclusive dependence, and following was reported by a Committee, adopted as the re
cipally exists in the form of real estate, situated in the most
sented at the last annual meeting, the distribution of (eleven miles southeast of Painsville,) Geauga county. It valuable and populous wards of the city. At the western
his Holy Spirit is imparted where his indispensible agency commendation of tlie society.
Bibles and Testaments for the year ending May 25th, is a stone edifice, 58 feet 8 inches, by 78 feet 8 inches, two end of St. Paul’s Church yard the corporation has an of
is deeply felt. When his truth is spohen hr the unwaver
full stories high, with dormar windows in the roof, which
ing belief that tie atone can make it efficacious; and is ac-' , Upon the whole, the Committee are of opinion that no 1835, was three thousand eight hundred and eight;
fice for the transaction of business. Their income is esti
companied by that kind of prayer xvhieh such a conviction gcneraX pXavx which would meet the views and wants of all
That during the same year one thousand dollars were give it a singular appearance. For the size and peculiar mated at §25,000 a year; but as by their charter they are
is calculated to beget, the happiest results may be anticipa our schools can he proponed-, and therefore recommend that voted by the Trustees to aid in printing a New Testa- construction of the ‘Temple,’ and the addition of the ex  not allowed to receive more than §15,000, the balance es
ted. But is there not another persuasion influencing ma adhering to the principles above suggested, cacti school ment with raised letters, for the benefit of the New Eng tra eight inches each way, the leaders of this infatuated cheats to the State. Heretofore the corporation have con
people give no other reason, but, as they tell tlleir follow
ny in the Church? We fear there is. Is there not rea adopt, under the counsel, and advice of tile rector, or min land lnstlVviVion i\.i
ister of the congregation to which it is attached, such a
In addition to which, two hundred and fifty dollars ers, that the Lord gave the direction. The house is rath trived to enjoy the xvhole amount of their revenues, by
son to apprehend, that some ministers rely on the nice system
of instruction as may be best adapted to its peculiar were afterwards appropriated to the same object, being er an expensive one, the writer adds, built by the labor of making a return to them within the limits assigned them.
adaptation of their argument or their exhortation, to pro circumstances, using as far as practicable the books pub one half of a donation of $500 to)the Society, an anony
the poor people, who, in their delusion, follow Joe Smith The balance of §10,000 they generally give in presents to
duce conviction in the sinner’s mind? May it not be, that
young preachers, distant congregations, fitting out bishops,
mous friend, through the hands" of the Rev. S. K. La and Higdon.
they forget that from God alone cometh the increase, and lished by this Union, and availing themselves of any of throp:
building new Churches, and recently to propogate the Gos
not from the skillful planting or watering of Paul or the suggestions in the system of instruction heretofore re
For the year ending May 26, 1834, the Society’s dis
Sunday.—Sabbath breakers, we believe, seldom if ever pel in the valley of the Mississipi.
Apollos? Is not the doctrine of self conversion too com commended, which may be advantageously adopted.
We understand the State is preparing to bring an action
tribution of Bibles and Testaments was 2, 825.
talk of laboring or traveling on the Sabbath. They do not
monly preached, and is it not likely that the divine Spirit
against the corporation for the balance of their income, over
For the year preceding it was 3,584.
MARRIED,
like
the
sound
of
it.
They
prefer
to
call
the
day
Sunday.
withholds his influence, that he may effectually show, that
A donation xvas also made in 1834, of five hundred There is possibly a reason for their choice. Sunday does and above the amount alloxved them by law.
In Liverpool 20th in t. by Rev. II. S. Smith, Mr. Hen
such, doctrine cap produce only spurious conversion, and
The Dutch Church Corporation in Nassau street is the
dollars to the French and Foreign Bible Society, in ad not imply an obligation to holy rest, a Sabbath docs. We
overshadow the church with spiritual death 1 Is there not ry T. Woodward to Miss Esther Woodward.
next in point of xvealtb, to Trinity Church, having proper
dition to a similar sum, voted and remitted in 1832.
think Christians should take the hint.
reason to fear that in this age of religious effort, too much
ty
to the amount of nearly §200,000, principally in the se
Such is the brief statement of the operations of the
[Boston Rec.
reliance may be placed on the use of means, and that the
cond xvard.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE. Massachusetts Bible Society for the two or three last
external action of Bible, Tract, Missionary, and .Educa
years.
Third Jubilee of tlic Reformation.—A third letter from
tion Societies, may be regarded as the action which is to ac
Texas.—A letter from Texas, dated Sept. 6th, accord
I know not on whom these Rev. gentlemen may have Switzerland has the following: “On the 22d, Geneva ing to the Philadelphia Gazette, gives information that a
Clerical Chamge—The Rev. C. S. Henry, professor
complish the good, instead of God’s grace accompanying
relied
for
their
information.
But
I
must
regret
for
their
of
Moral
Philosophy
in
Bristol
College,
has
taken
dimisit. and making it effectual. Man’s pride in these respects
celebrated the third jubilee of the Reformation. Among convention was to be held in that province, October 15th,
is apt to interfere with God’s prerogative; and there is rea sory letters from the Diocese of New York, and become sakes, that they have permitted the misrepresentations of deputations from all parts of the world, were M. Ammon composed of five members from each jurisdiction, to con
others, or their own prejudices to betray them in this, Aulic, councillor and preacher to the court of Saxony; sult on the public safety, and a hint is thrown out that
son to fear that this is the worm which is preying at the connected with the Diocese of Pennsylvania.
and in other assertions which I omit to notice, into er M. Roc hr, superintendent of the churches of the Grand there will be drawn up a “ Declaration of Independance.”
[Episcopal Rec.
root of all that is successful and glorious in the gospel. If
rors so palpable; and which the slightest impartiality of Duchy of Weimar; English and Dutch Clergy, and the
this is the sin of the age, it must ba repented of and aban
investigation might have enabled them to avoid.—Bost. President of the Consistoral Church of Paris, delegated The xvriter of the letter states that Texas, from its numer
doned, before God will in mercy revisit his heritage. Let
ous Indian tribes, xvould never have been settled by the
Missionary Bishop.—The interest which is manifested Recorder.
from a part of the Protestant churches in the north, Mexicans ; but the Americans more brave and hardy, have
men’s inventions be discarded; let human pride be crucified in behalf of Dr. Kemper, and his new sphere of labor,
Strasbourg,
Mont
Belliard,
and
Mulhausen.
The
great

let ministers and people work faithfully for God according shows the value of an Episcopal regimen, and the wisdom
Lynchburg Bible Society—The annual meeting of er number of the southern churches, and those of the planted flourishing towns there.
to his revealecd will, and humbly and exclusively refer all of the Church in making this feature prominent in mis this
The report of the Mexican Alinisters for foreign affairs
Society was held on the 18th' inst. The Society
good to his mere good pleasure; in a word, in all religious sionary effort. From the Missionary Record xve see that determined to dissolve its connection with the American centre, had their representatives, and the ecclesiastics states, that there xvere, in January last, two thousand in
action let man be abased and God exalted, and then the the Rev. Mr. Muhlenburgh has pledged in beh'alf of the Bible Society and become auxiliary to the Virginia Bi of Protestant Switzerland were in great numbers.—Jour, habitants in the state of Texas; but the commercial trans
church, instead of mourning in sackcloth, will arise and institution over xvhieh he presides, the sum of $200 for ble Society. The Rev. Wm. M. Atkinson, Geheral of Commerce,
actions of Texas and Coahuila yielded last year to the govput oil her beautiful garments.
| ernment treasury a sum exceeding 1,400,000 dollars.—
five years as the foundation of a fund to be placed at the Agent of the Virginia Bible Society, was present at the
disposal of Bishop Kemper for the assistance and encour meeting. The receipts of the Society, since the meeting
London, Sept. 3.—A number of Roman Catholic priests 1 Sun.
agement of missionaries. This precedent is recommend in 1833, have been $538 00. Balance now on hand, gave a dinner last xveek at Cork to Dr. Clanney, xvho has j
Unfortunate Occurrence.—We undertand that a clergyTHE OBSERVER
ed by the Missionary Society for the imitation of others. $26. This Society is pledged to raise $1000 during the been appointed to a bishopric in the United States of Amer- j man, who undertook to officiate in one of the Churches
We understand also that the Rev. S. It. Johnson, of present year, to aid in the re-supply of the State with lca
of Boston, Sunday forenoon, actually fell asleep in the pulFlushing, a clergyman of fortune and of high standing the word of God. Of this sum three or four hundred
GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, OCT. 28, 1835.
Ihe first was the health of the Pope, xvho in any - pit before the commencement of the services, and apparentin his profession, and eminently beloved, has resolved to dollars have been subscribed.—Southern Churchman
’ting of priests takes precedence, as the Chairman xvith 3 )y ilad a comfortable nap! But the congregation, after xvaita great appearance of truth, observed, of all temporal Po- j jng composedly half an hour, became impatient at being
Clerical Changes.—The Rev. H. S. Smith has accept resign his present charge, and exercise his ministry under
Bishop Kemper in Illinois. Other clergymen have deter
The Bible in Hayti—The Rev. John Beecham, Sec tentates. It xvas announced that his Holiness is a Liberal , left so long to their own cogitations and one of the number
ed a unanimous call to the charge of Union Church, Liver mined to accompany Bishop Kemperas missionaries. Had
retary of the Wesleyan Missionary Society, in a letter to in the Irish sense. But is he considered liberal on the j assumed the responsibility of rousing the reverend gentlepool, Medina co.
Dr. Kemper been sent out merely as a presbyter, he would the Directors of the British and Foreign Bible Society, Continent? Have the leaders of the Spanish movement ; man from his slumbers. We consider this a dangerous
The Rev. Seth Davis, as we understand has accepted an have gone unattended, and his departure would have awa dated July 9, communicates the following interesting intel reason to concur in such an opinion, or does his reception j precedent, and hope it xvill not be followed. We are aware
ligence respecting Hayti, as a field for Biblical and mission ot Miguel and the other croxvnless outcasts of Europe, be- ’ that it is fashionable in many churches for a portion of the
invitation to the charge of the Church in Brooklyn Caya- kened comparatively litttle interest.—Missionary.
spvak him a friend ot (roe institutions?
A sympathy with congregation to sleep during the service; hut xve do beg
ary labor:
Iioga co.
iual Convention of
New Vouk Cotsm
we have commenced a mission during the past year, the Irish movement proves no more than an aversion on ' that pastors xvill keep awake.— Boston Jour.
The Rev. J. B. Bausman of Michigan has accepted a the Protestant Episcopal Church in the Diocese of New- with a very encouraging prospect of success, at Port-au- the part of the Holy Father in common with all bis suborri a
h
,i „
i
* /i
ta
I he General
Assembly
ofcm
Tennessee
tunder the nexv
...............
xt-l-hl.
ixi
unanimous call to the charge of St. Peters Church , Dela York commenced in Utica on the 1st inst. We learn from Prince, Hayti. Our missoinary had obtained a small box dmates to the object of attack, winch is the Protestant i at
Constitution,
convened
in Nashville
on Monday the 5th
a communication in the Churchman, that the Rev. Dr. of French and Spanish Scriptures from Nassau, which he Church--- Brooklyn Eve. Adv.
instant. Col. Jonathan Webster xvas elected speaker of the
ware, in this Diocese.
Hawks xvas re-elected Secretary, and the Rev. H. Cuming speedily sold for two thirds ot the cost price; and such is
Senate, and Col. IV. R. Hill, Principal Clerk; and Col.
assistant Secretary- The Convention Sermon xvas preach the desire manifested by the people to have the word of
E. H. Foster Speaker of the House of Representatives and
SUMMARY
Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society—We give ed by the Rev. John Broxvn, Rector of St. George’s Church God, that he is anxious to have a supply without delay.
----- Mitchell, Principal Clerk.
below the names of the Board of Missions, as appointed Newburgh, from 1st. Cor. i. 23.
But I xvill give you an extract from Rev. Air. Tindall’s
The annual commencement of Centre College took plac
Such is the amount of business on the line of the great
Morning service xvas conducted by the Rev. Dr. Milnor letter:
In- the last General Convention. And as some changes
on Wednesday 23d ult. The degree of Bachelor of Arts Erie Canal, through the State of Nexv York, that xvith its
and Reed, and the Rev. William Shelton of Buffalo. The
“
As
soon
as
I
announced
the
Scriptures,
which
I
had
were made in the individuals composing the Domestic Rev. Drs. Milnor and Reed, and the Rev. William Shel
received from Nassau, for sale, at two thirds the cost price, xvas conferred upon the folloxving six young gentleman, present dimensions—40 leet xvide, by 4 feet deep_ it is
Committee, in consequence of the reappointment of the ton, the Rev. John Broxvn, and the Rev. Benjamin Dorr, as invoiced, the applications for the Spanish, in particular, all of Kentucky, viz; Thomas W. Fry, Wm. N. Todd, found wholly inadequate to meet the yearly- increase of
Foreign Committee, xve subjoin the names of both with joined xvith the Bishop in laying on of hands in the ordina xvere so numerous, that very speedily Iliad not one left; W. W. Ilill, S. II. Woodson, Ormond Beaty, John Mont trade. Memorials are noxv being got up to induce the
Board to enlarge the canal to 80 feet in width, by 8 feet
tion of six deacons who xvere on this occasion admitted to and many, very many, have been the applications since; gomery.
their respective Agents.
The degree of Master of Arts upon John B Hous deep.
the order of priesthood.
and great has been the disappointment at being unable to
From the proceedings of the Board at the late meeting
ton,
John
G.
Miller,
Joseph
J.
Bullock,
Rev.
Wm.
W.
From the same source xve also learn, that the committee obtain the sacred volume. 1 have a fexv French Testa
in Philadelphia, xve copy the following interesting particu appointed to report upon the subject of making further ments still remaining, which will be more saleable in the Ilall.
FOREIGN.
The degree of L. L. D. upon the Hon. George Robert
provision
for the due Episctpal supervision of the Diocese French part of the Island. I have told the anxious Span
lars.
Latest
from
Spain.
—
By
the ship Empress, Capt. Harts
son.
have
reported
in
favor
of
its
Division.
This
recommenda

ish
inquirers,
that
I
xvould
send
to
England
for
more__
BOARD OF MISSIONS OF THE PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH.
horn, xve learn that a revolution had broken out at AndeluThese are the Bishops of the Church, life members pre tion cannot, however, be carried into effect until the next And if the Bible Society xvould forward me a supply,
Bangor Seminary. — It is xvith the highest satisfaction sia, Seville, Malaga, and Grenada, on the 23d and 24th of
meeting of the General Convention.—Epis. Rec.
principally in Spanish, with a few French and English, that we are permitted to announce the acceptance, by the ! August. The nexv constitution of 1812 was proclaimed,
vious to 1829 and the following:
they could be sold and distributed xvith (I trust) great Rev. Leonard Woods, jr. of his appointment to a profes
Membersfor three years, appointed, by the General Convention
and all the friars at Malaga xvere imprisonec on the 23d.
in 1835.
Missionary Proceedings.—Believing that great solici benefit among this dark and benighted people.”
sorsbip in the Theological Seminary at Bangor; and tliai
An extensive field of Biblical and missionary labor ap he will enter on the duties of the office early in the ensu A number were killed and xvounded. The troops were
Massachusetts. Rev. J. M. Wainright, D. D., and Rev. tude is felt throughout our Church with respect to the
John S. Stone, Simon Greenleaf, and Edward Tuckerman Missionary proceedings of the Church, under the nexv or pears to be opening in St. Domingo); and xve are so encou ing term. He will still retain the editorial charge of the put doxvn, and all that xvere not in favor of this new con
stitution, were either shot or imprisoned. There xvas
Esqs.
ganization, xve copied last xveek, the whole of the proceed raged by the prospect, xvhieh recent success xvarrants our Literary and Theological Review--- Portland Mirror.
great joy and illumination throughout the place when Capt.
Rhode Island--- Stephen Noatham, Esq.
ings of the Board of Missions, as given in the Missionary contemplating, that xve shall probably send another mis
British notices of Webster’s Dictionary__ “We are II. left. Tranquility had then been in a measure restored.
Connecticut--- Rev. II. Croswell, I). D., Samuel II. Record for the precent month. Those in the Record tor sionary without delay.
happy to announce the re print of Dr. Webster’s incom Capt. II. brought no papers.
Huntington, Esq.
September, xvere republished in a previous number of our
parable English Dictionary. When it is as xvell known
New York—Rev. F. L. Hawks, D. D., Rev. M, East paper.
The contest between the two Houses of Parliament
The Bible in Italy in 1835—Having neglected to
burn, Rev. W. L. Johnson, Samuel Ward and Peter G.
We have now the satisfaction to learn that the gentle bring xvith me an Italian copy of the Scriptures, I attemp in Britain as it is in America, it xvill supersede every other growing out of the Municipal Corporation Bill, was still
hook
in
the
same
department
of
letters.
”
—
Cambridge
In

Stuyvesant, Esqs., and Mariuus Willet, M. D.
pending,
hut with a fair prospect of speedy adjustment._
men appointed as secretaries and general agents by the Do ted to get one in Turin—after inquiring at several book
New Jersey—Rev. C. Dunn, Rev. G. Y. Morehouse, mestic and Foreign Committees, have consented to serve, stores, without finding a copy of the Scriptures in any lan dependent Press.
The House of Commons had yielded in some points, and
“Ourviexvof Dr. Webster’s Dictionary is corroborated sent back the Bill to the Lords, under circumstances xvhieh
Mr. Joseph Lovell.
and will engage shortly engage in their important duties.
guage, I saxv at a stand in a piazza, a hook professing from
Pennsylvania— Rev. S. II. Tyng, D. D., Rev. J. W.
It hasalxvays been understood, that the acceptance, on its label to be the Bible. On examining it, however, I by that of a learned friend and critic, xvho docs not hesitate induced the belief that they would pass it in its nexv form.
to
say, it is the best and most useful Dictionary of the En The state of the funds indicated the belief that there xvould
James, Rev. S. A McCoskry, J. B. Wallace, James S. the part of the Rev. Dr. Milnor, of his appointment,xvould found that it contained hut a small part of the Scriptures;
■Smith and Tobias Wagner, Esqs.
he no convulsion.
deoend upon the practicability of making arrangements to it had part of the historical books of the Old Testament, glish language, that he has ever seen.”—Examiner.
“This Dictionary is decidedly one of the most valuable
Maryland.— Rev. Wm. Wyatt, D. D., Rev. John Johns permit his fulfillment, of its duties, in connexion xvith his most if not all the apocrypha, xvhieh made the larger part
The task of xvriting the life of that eminent missionary
and
important
works
at
present
in
the
course
of
publica

D. D., lion. J. B. Eccleslon.
and
oriental scholar, Dr. Morrison, has been undertaken
engagements, as Rector of St. George’s Church, Nexv- of the volume; but of the Nexv Testament, no part xvas
tion.
No
library
can
be
considered
complete
without
it.
”
Virginia.—Rev. E. C. M’Guire, John Gray, Esq.
by
Dr. Claime, of Manchester, one of his oldest and most
York.
We learn therefore xvith peculiar gratification, there. The storekeeper at first, insisted that it xvas the
[Bristol Journal.
intimate friends.
North Carolina__ Chas. P. Mallet, Esq.
that the vestry of this Church, in the exercise ot their char Bible—appeared not to comprehend me, when I talked
“We repeat our opinion, that it is the most copious, ac
The cholera was raging in several of the principal cities
Kentucky.—Dr. John E. Cooke.
acteristic liberality, have consented to the engagement of about a part of the Bible not being in it, but at length
Genoa, Florence, Leghorn, and one or txvo
Tennessee. — Rev. Leonidas Polk.
their Rector in this service for the ensuing year on condi cut the matter short by letting me understand that was curate and scientific Dictionary of our language which has of Italy.
hitherto
been
compiled.
”
—
Aberdeen
Journal.
others, are mentioned. At Genoa, to the 25th Aug. there
Secretary of the Board.— Rev. P. Van Pelt.
tion of his procuring a satisfactory assistant in his parochial all the kind of Bible that he had. — Cincinnati Journal.
“
This
publication
will
go
far
to
remove
the
unjust
pre

had
been
1,052
cases and 398 deaths.—N. Y. Obs.
COMMITTEES, LOCATED AT NEW-YORK.
charge. We learn also that Dr. Milnor, in acceding to the
judice which prevail in this country against the literature of
For Domestic Missions__ Rev. F. L. Haxvks, D. D., arrangement, has generously signified to the Committee,
English Versions of the Nexv Testament.—A house the Americans.”—Aberdeen Observer.
Diamonds
and
Jewels from the Convent of Spain.—A
Rev. II. Anthon, D. D., Rev. Hugh Smith, Rev. Lot and the vestry of his church, his determination to decline in Boston, as we learn from the Christian Register, has
Professor Jameison, of Edinburgh, has remarked that letter from Leghorn, in the Augsburgh Gazette, says:
Jones; Mr. Henry Carey, Mr. Brittain L. Woodley, Mr. all personal emolument, as Foreign Secretary and Agent, issued proposals for the publication of all the English
“ The diamond merchants in the west ofltaly have late
Anson Blake, Mr. Murray Iloffman.
drawing on the salary appropriated to this office for only versions of the New Testament, including Tyndale’s, the American Dictionary of Dr. Webster is as great an ly been surprised by the sudden appearance in the mar
improvement on Johnson’s Dic.ionary, as the latter was on ket of an inun Jation of jewels of the highest value.—
Secretary and GkkERAK Agent.— Rev. Benjamin so much as xvill requite the services of his assistant.
Coverdale’s, Matthew’s, (attributed to the Martyr, John those
of his predecessors.
Dorr.
We understand that Mr. Henry Carey, of Nexv York, Rogers’, ) Cranmer’s the Genevan and the Bishops’,
The great beauty of those thus presented to them, and
For Foreign Missions.—11^ j. Mnnor> D D , Rey
The line of Promotion.—The Boston Transcript says:
has been appointed Treasurer of the Foreign Committee. which were made previously to the adoption of King
the known superiority of the ancient precious stones
M. Eastbrtrn, Rev. W illiam Jackson, Rev, J. jyj, Forbes;
The first minister settled over park street, church, in over those found in modern days, and besides, as several
We state these circumstances xvith peculiar pleasure, and James’s version. An excellent plan; we hope it will not
Messrs. Frederick S. Winston, Lewis Curtiss, James F trust that xve may regard them'as indications of the Divine be spoiled by the use of too small type.—Churchman
this city, tlie Rev. Dr. Griffin, is President of Williams ofthosc now offered for sale are known from descriptions,
De I’eystcr, John P. Stagg.
town College. The second, the Rev. Sereno E. Dwight, there can be no doubt that they came from the convents
favour and assistance in the direction of our missions. The
Secretary and General Agent.—Rev. James Milnor committees and agents to whom they are entrusted deserve,
Churches in Nexv York—There are said to he about was called to the same station in Hamilton College, New- in Spain. The monks, who have saved them are now
D. D.
so far as our aquaintance enables us to speak, and xvill 145 churches in the City of New-York, viz. Presbyterians, York. The third, the Rev. Edward Beecher, is President converting them into money, which they remit to Don
Bishop Kf.mper__ On motion of the Rt, Rev. R, -p doubtless enjoy the confidence of the Church, and xve trust 22. Episcopalian, 29. Reformed Dutch 15. Eaptist, of Jacksonville College, Illinois, and the fourth and last, Carlos, that it may fructify in his hands. This com
Onderdonk the following resolutions were unanimouslv be the means of accomplishing all the important results ex 17. Lutheran, 2. Roman Catholic. 8. Methodist Epis the Rev. Joel II. Lindsey, has received and accepted an merce is not only carried on at Turin, but extends into
adopted:
lower Italy, to Milan and even to Vienna, to the great
pected from them. The committee have been organized copal, 12. Independent Methodist,8. Congregationalists,2. invitation to take charge of the Marietta College Ohio.
Resolved, That this Board, as the duly constituted re in the city of Nexv York,and xvill enter upon the discharge Universalists, 2. Christian, 1. Jewish Synagogues, 3.
Spanish Universities.—Spain has three principal Uni detriment of the diamond merchants.”
presentative for Missionary purposes, of the Protestant ot their duties as soon as the books and papers of their pre German Reformed, 1. Mariner’s, 1. New Jerusalem, 1. versities, called “ Universidades Mavores; Salamanca, ori
By a recent decree of the Emperor Nicholas, the estates
Episcopal Church in the United States, do, in the name decessors shall have been transferred to that city, which xvill Orthodox Friends, Hicksite, 3. Moravian, 2.
ginally founded on the model of those at Coimbra, Paris of 2,320 Poles, natives of the kingdom of Poland, and
of the said Church, hereby respectfully and affectionately probably be in the course of a few days.
and Oxford, and by its founder Alfonzo cl Sabio devoted now refugees in foreign parts, has been confiscated.
t<8. Churchman.

Mr. GoodeU lias begun to revise
the translation of the Old Testament, made by Bishop
Carabet into Armeno-Turkish while at Malta. In due
time it will no doubt be printed at the expense of the
American Bible Society. Armeno-Turkish New Testa
ments command a good price, and nearly all the copies
have been issued.—Missionary Herald.
Constantinople.—

KJ

^rty congratulation followed of course, in the: true seama"
-eTnore than one of our descendants from all that is ter style,y and, after a few natural inquiries, he added tbat 1 ®
Isabella was commanded by Captain Humphreys, w
• v
and if there are a million pair of these birds in rible in a drunkard’s life and death. ___
immediately went off in his boat »o commun.cate Ins in
POETRY
the United States, the amount of insects is less
Tkupkranck.XXXX.c,
aa!d a
,ad formation on board, repeating that we had long been given
by twelve thousand millions, than if the red
From the New England MagazinF
J d;spleaSed with him. up as lost, not by them alone, but by ad England.
wing were exterminated.”
. the other day. I he lad jonu d
father and mother ^^‘Xth^Am I ,o blame. 1 As we approached slowly after him to the ship, he jump
HOPE.
Now 1 want my reader to think of this. — His
After a long silence, the boy ^JdTdrunken husband, ed up the side, and in a moment the rigging was manned:
while we were saluted with three cheers, as we came with
I^How useful these birds are ! I hope no boy mother? Sister ^arX bas
Dark before me lies my way;
Susal1’s husband was
Not a blossom by it springs;
’’who reads this will again try to kill them, led who abuses her every • y.
, . r j,cr and yOll are in a cable’s length, and were not long in getting on board
Not a bird on sunny wings,
*
amUeft Jf h’er chi,$reo.- my eld vessel, where we were all received byCaptain Humyour parents and those with whom you live how intemperate and has gone
Hovers round aud tunes his lay.
ohrevs, with a hearty seamen’s welcome.
to take her home andI take c
And
many insects they destroy. And when the next ohliged
Though we had not been supported by our names and
On it stretches, wild and lone:
Brother James comes home drunk every
winter comes and you see the little bare-footed cause
Chill the wind is whistling there;
characters,
we should not less have claimed from charity, the
I have joined the cold "a»er
f
1 ily,
are scoldGone the light, that early shone ;
attentions we received; for never was seen a more misera
birds on the snow, trying to get something to likely to have one sober person in the iam ;> J
Vanished long, the young and fair.
ble looking set of wretches; while that we were but a re
eat. go gently and throw out some crumbs or ing at me! Am I to blame?
pulsive looking people, none of us could doubt. It to be
some chaff, and see bow glad they will be.
As with heavy heart 1 tread,
Lor, wretchedly poor, as far as all our present property
Silent onward heaven uncloses;
How they will chirp when eating it! ror when
was concerned, was to have a claim on charity, no one could
MISCELL AN Y.
Hope descends on clouds of rotes;
the ground is covered with snow they can get
well deserve it more, but if to look so, be to frighten away
Instant, all my gloom is fled.
Origin of our Aborigines.—Much curiosity has al those called charitable, no beggar that wanders in l'ela”d>
haidly any thing to eat. And when the next ways
Like an overflowing river,
o
been felt concerning the origin of ‘^J'Xead with ‘IS lk.e ouubne ». in «cni„g ...
spring comes, do not kill nor disturb any o The article
Round her fluws a stream of light;
which follows on that subject will be read with who have not known wnat poverty u
- Lnsha
them, and I hope a pretty pair will come and interest.— Compiler.
Radiant pinions o’er it quiver;
since I know not when, dirty, dressed in the rags ol vvim
Countless joys are there in sight.
build their nest and lay their eggs and have little
Mr. Henry Vose, of Mississippi, has written a very cu beasts, instead of the tatters of civilization, and starved t
birds,
in
the
garden,
and
sing
sweetly.
—
Register
rious article for the National Intelligencer, under the. head tb ■ very bones, our gaunt and grim looks, when contrasted
But a moment—dark again,
of “Choctaw Analogies,” at the conclusion ot winch, he wi'th tlmsi of the til dressed and well fed men around
Dark and dreary, shuts the sky ;
and Observer.
us, made us all feel, I believe, for the first time, whatut
Heavy clouds above me lie;
^“There is a Choctaw tradition, worthy of credit, or none really were; as well as what we seemed to others. Idverty
Round me clings an icy chain.
•WHY PA,—WHO LEARNT YOU TO PRAY.’
is, of a remarkable long night, which must have occurred is without half its mark, unless it be contrasted with wealth,
O! could but a single ray
From the Sunday School Visiter.
Gleam from cottage lamp or star.
at the Straits of Bhering, at the time of the long day ot and what we might have known to be true in the past days,
Then along my lingering way,
I know a little boy between three and four years Joshua in Judea. Then they migrated from Asia, 3,2bb we had forgotten to think of) till we were thus rennnde
I could seek my borne afar.
of what we truly were, as well as seemed to be.
of ago whose father experienced religion last win
Thi^tbsiimony may now be added to that of Herodotus
the ludicrous soon took place of all other feelings ;
ter. He no sooner became a good man, than he who relates that the record of such an event was extint ill in But
llurk! what low and distant noto
such a crowd, and such confusion, all serious thought
Softly through the gloom is stealing—
thought he ought to pray with Ills family. He Egypt when he visited it, as having happened at a period was impossible, while the new buoyancy of our spirits made
With it comes a voice of healing;
took the Bible in his hand, and after reading a few cotemporary with that related in the scriptures. Hie Chi us abundantly willing to be amused by the scene which now
Sounds of Heaven around me float.
verses in a very feeling manner, bowed down before nese who note the occurrence of this phenomenon in their opened. Every man was hungry and was to be fed, all
Light, like vernal dawn ascending,
histories, about the same time; and the story of Pheceton, were ragged and were to be clothed ; there was not one to
God, and offered a most fervent prayer. It was among
O’er new wakened beauty plays.
the Greeks and Romans, corroborating the veraci
Flowers, with feathered foliage blending.
something new to all the family. But his little ty of die sacred writers. Here is an accumulation of evi whom washing was not indispensible, nor one whose beard
not deprive him of all English semblance. All, every
Tremble in the golden blaze.
boy who a year ago tenderly inquired, “ Can t you dence upon this single fact, which when we consider the did
thing, too, was to be done at once; it was washing,
pray, Pa, Grandpa does,” immediately came to him utter impossibility of collusion between the witnesses is, dressing, shaving, eating, all intermingled; itjvasall the
Soon the soothing voice is still;
Brood the silence of the grave;
full of feeling, and said, “Why Pa,—who learnt indeed, most remarkable and most conclusive.
materials of each jumbled together; while in the midst of
O'er me, shades of cypress wave;
'The Asiatic origin of the aborigines of this country, all, there were interminable questions to he asked and an
you to pray, Pa ? I did’nt know you could pray; cannot
Darker fears my bosom fill.
be doubted. 'The antiquary is daily developing
I knew Grandpa could—if Pd known you could new proofs of the fact in their works of art, in their tradi swered on all sides; the adventures of the Victory, our
Thus must ever be my doom—
own escapes, the polities of England, and the news which
Light and song a moment shed;
pray, I should have asked you to pray for me when tions, customs, ceremonies, language and superstitions.
was now four years old. But ail suhsiaed into peace at
Then a cloud, of deeper gloom,
Appropos to this subject, is the following notice of a lec last. The sick were accommodated, the seamen disposed
I have been a naughty boy.” The father wept,
Rolls, like torrents, o’er ray head.
ture
by
Mr.
Catlin,
the
Indian
painter
taken
from
the
Mo
but he could now tell his child who taught him to
of, and all was done, for all of us, which care and kindness
Commercial Register. The subject is the religion of could perform. Night at length brought quiet and serious
“Speed thee on !”—in’sweetest tone,
come to the throne of grace, and how he can di bile
the Mandans:—
Hope, the young and lovely ever,
thoughts; and 1 trust there wras not one among us who
rect his beloved children to that Saviour whom he
“The origin of the religious ceremony of the Mandans did not then express where it was due, bis gratitude for
Breathes—the song shall leave thee never—
loves,
and
with
whom
he
hopes
to
dwell
when
is
both
novel
and
interesting.
It
is
probable
that
no
white
“ Speed thee!—soon thy night lias flown,
tbat interposition which bad raised us all from a despair
man was present at its celebration before Mr. C. and the which none could now forget, and had brought us from
his work on earth is finished.
All the light, the love, the bliss,
gentleman
who
accompanied
him
;
and
their
tradition,
E’er in holiest visions given,
connected with it, of a stranger coming to them from the the very borders of a not distant grave, to life and friends
In a fairer world than this,
PATERNAL COUNSEL.
west, who had saved himself from a great flood; and had and civilization.
Greet thee soon—thy home is Heaven !”
Long accustomed however, to a cold bed on the hard
Dr. Witherspoon, among his paternal coun found land on the mountain in his canoe, has probably been
J. G. Pkrcival.
or bare rock, few could sleep amid the comfort of
sels to his pupils, says: “ Do as much as you first made known to the white man at that visit. The sea snow
our
new accommodations. I was myself compelled to
can to deserve praise, and avoid as much as son of these ceremonies is thebuddingof the willow,and the leave the bed which had been kindly assigned me and
assigned, is that the bird flew back with a spring of
JUVENILE.
possible the hearing of it. When you come reason
willow. On being questioned what bird, their reply was take my abode in a chair for the night, nor did it fare much
into
public
life,
not
only
guard
againt
fishing
the mourning dove. The whole tradition upon which these better with the rest. It was for time to reconcile us to
From the (London) Weekly Visiter.
for applause, and being inquisitive after what ceremonies are founded, is a matter of speculation for the this sudden and violent change, to break through what
AN EXAMPLE FOR YOUTH.
had become habit, and to inure us once more to the usages
people think or say of you, but avoid knowing curious. Through its means the origin of these wild people of
our former days. — Christian Mirror.
A little boy, in destitute circumstances, was it as much as you decently can. My reason for may perhaps be traced.”—Norwalk Gazette.
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put out as an apprentice to a mechanic. For
some time he was the youngest apprentice, and
of course had to go upon errands for the other
apprentices, aud not unfrequcntly to procure
for them ardent spirits,of which all except him
self partook ; as they said, it did them good.—
He, however, used none : and, in consequence
of it, was often the object of severe ridicule
from the older apprentices ; because, as they
said, lie bad not sufficient manhood to drink
rum. And as they were revelling over their
poison, he, under insults and cruelty, often re
tired, and vented his grief in tears. But now,
every one of the older apprentices, we are in
formed, is a drunkard, or in the drunkard’s
grave; and this youngest apprentice, at whom
they used to scoff, is sober and respectable,
worth a hundred thousands dollars. In his em
ployment arc about a hundred men, who do not
use urdent spirits; und he is exerting upon many
thousands an influence in the highest degree
salutary, which may be transmitted by them to
future generations, and be the means, through
grace, of preparing multitudes, not only for
usefulness aud respectability on earth, but for
«n exceeding and eternal weight of glory in
heaven.
BIBLE CIRCULATED.

A little boy, about six years of age, just after
entering the school, came and asked the teach
er for the charity-box. The teacher inquired
what he wanted with it. “ 1 want to put a half
penny into it,” said he. To examine his mo
tives, and his knowledge of divine things more
particularly, he was asked what good lie sup
posed it would do to put his money into the
charity-box. “ I want to send it to the Hea
then,” he replied. “Do you know,” said the
teacher, “ who the Heathen are ?” “ They are
folks who have not got any Bible, and live a
great way off.” “ What is the Bible ?” “ The
Word of God,” f< Of what use would it be to
the Heathen, if they had it ?” “ It would tell
them how to love God, and he good.” “ Where
did the Bible come from ?” “ From heaven.”
’• Was it written in heaven?” “ No ; the pro
phets and good men wrote it.” “ If good men
wrote it, how then is it the Word of God, and
come from heaven?” “ Why, the IIolv Ghost
told them how to write it.” “ Did they see
the Holy Ghost, and did he speak to them ?”
“No; but he made them think it.” The box
was presented, he dropped in his money, a smile
of joy glowed on his countenance, and he re
turned to his scat pleased with the luxury of
doing good.—Sunday School Anecdotes.
ABOUT THE LITTLE BIRDS.

For little Boys and Girls to read.
Since I wrote about the little birds, I have
seen a good piece about bird-killing in the New
England Farmer for June 10. If you have that
paper, I wish you would get it and read the ar
ticle. But lest you may not have it, I will quote
a passage or two from it. The writer of that
article says, “according to the observation of
Mr. Bradley, a single pair of sparrows in sup
porting their brood, will destroy three or four
thousands, weekly, ot caterpillars.”
“ I will venture to say that a flock of larks,
or black-birds, of two dozen, if their labours
could be confined to a ten-acre pasture, would
clear it of grasshoppers in one week, even if that
insect were very numerous.” So it appears
that when I told you a pair of birds would de
stroy thousands caterpillars while bringing
up a nest of young ones, I did not state the
number large enough. The birds which boys
rtougffthfy did.
n’"ch more Soodtban I

I wasa reading
last wcektR«
i:r of
nvi
knew
great deal
abou^l*
'Vll8on "lh°
them very closely. Mr. Pe abort ^e"atc’ie^
the book, says, “ He [Mr. WilsonS" o’°i W™te
to a deliberate calculation of the exa<fcrS.,n
Of the services of the red-winged blacFb y
which certa.nly bears no good reputation on thl
farm ; showingll.at allowingabird fifty insects,
aday, which would be a short allowance a sin’
gle pair would consume 12,000 in four months

this is, that, whether you will or not, you will
hear as much of the slanders of your enemies,
as you will bear with patience; and as much
of the Battery of your friends, as you will bear
with humility.” To this sage advice i win only
add, that, officious and even impertinent re
marks upon our performances or conduct when
offered, as they frequently are from good mo
tives, should never be received with a resentful
or peevish spirit. On the contrary, it must com
monly be our own fault, if from such remarks
we do not derive some advantage.—2Veu>-Yor/f
Observer.

TEMPERANCE.
WIIAT A FARMER SHOULD NOT DO.

1. lie should not drink any intoxicating li 
quors himself, either in his house, in his fields,
among his neighbors, at the tavern or the store.
2. He should not furnish ardent spirit for his
servants and those in his employ, on any occa
sion. They will do more and better work with
out it; do less injury to the implements they
use, and be more respectful to their employer,
and more kind to one another.
3. He should sell no grain for the purpose of
distillation. It is an abuse of the bouutierof
heaven; an inexcusable perversion of its gifts,
and perpetuates the evils of intemperance. If
he grows more grain than the market will justi
fy, let him feed it to his cattle. Beef always
commands a good price. In the guilt of in
temperance, he who grows and sells the grain
for the distillery, he who destroys it by making
into whiskey, he who sells it and he who uses it,
are all partakers, and he must be a nice causist
who call point out the shades of difference be
tween them.
4. He should not use or permit the frut of his
orchards to be used for making spirit. The
poc/cel distilleries of the south have destroy
ed more southern planters than climate, disease
or casualties. Apples and peaches make ex
cellent food for swine; and it looks ominous to
see a planter in Richmond, or any of'our ci
ties, buying bacon. Ten to one if in a few years
he does not find it expedient to emigrate to Ala
bama, Kentucky, or Missouri. Many a man has
emigrated from Virginia-who would have dwelt
in the seat of his ancestors, if he had only fed
his apples and peaches, and surplus grain to his
hogs, instead of using them for making spirit.__
Ohio Temperance Advocate.
INTERESTING STEP IN THE CAUSE OF TEMPEANCE.

It is with an unusual degree of gratification
that we state that ardent spirits are no more to
be sold at Blossom’s Hotel. Mr. Isaac Collins
of Philadelphia, formerly of New York, is the
proprietor of this large and respectable estab
lishment, and Col. Blossom leases it of him.__
Mr. C. being in this village on a visit, proposed
to
?’ to deduct five hundred dollars a year
from this rent, on condition that he would dis
continue selling ardent spirits. The proposals
was accepted, and on Monday the agreement
was put into form and executed. We look up
on the transaction as very honorable to both
parties. It is a sacrifice of mere pecuniary in
terest to the promotion of a great and good
cause, which has drawn forth the most decid
ed expressions of approbation in this village
and which, we are sure, will be applauded‘by
the judicious every where.—Osorio Tkjjowfory.
Put it down in Ink—In Halifax county, Virginia a
man entered Ins name upon the list ot a Temperance So
ciety, in pencil, saying, that if after trial he did not like the
temperance plan, he could have it erased. In a short time
he came to the Secretary, saying, “put it in ink, that it may
be a permanent record, and he seen as my testimony, after
I am gone.
Hus incident opens an interesting train of
reflections. Temperance men are doing work for after
ages; and the time will come when the/nc mmifc signatures
ot the fathers of Temperance will he looked upon in some',
thing of the same light as the f.ic similes of the venerated
signers of the Declaration of Independence. After we
are gone, and the places which now know us, shall know us
no inore—our children will regard the expression of our
then?fanion of t,ie naturc of ardent spirit as contained in
nwnto nVf \° rl*’011 we 1,8vo •®xed our names, as a me.
r,t° not t0 ba trifled With; and that very signature mav

animal, I understand, must have been at least thirty-five fcet
in length and of considerable breadth; the one I pOssejs
must have been 28 feet.
Triphvlue, a nisvz mineral—Professor Fuchs, Of
Munich has discovered in Bodenmais, Bavaria, and de.
scribed under the name of Triphylme, a new mineral,
which consists of the Phosphate of iron, manganese and
lithia.
H VDROBOHACITE A NEW MINERAL ColoUt vvllite, Tadia.
ted and foliated, and soft like gypsum. Specific gravitys1. 9.
It is readily distinguished from such minerals as it
might be confounded with, by its easy fusibility before the
blo'w pipe- According to II. Hess, it contains the follow,
ine ingredients. Lime 13,293, magnesia 10,430, water
26,33d, boracic acid 49,922—100,00.
Curious Manuscript.—In a list of ancient literary
manuscripts, and remarkable manuscripts, recently an.
nounct-d for sale by the Messrs. Southerby of London is
one with the following title :—A letter from the Earl’of
Bath to Lord Norrejs, dated April 16, 1681—being “A
proposal for sale of the province of New Jersey, a country
almost as large as England, belonging to the kite George
Carteret, for the small sum of between 5000 and 6060
pounds.”
A Hint to Borrowers—Newspapers don’t monopolize
the borrowing business, it seems. Here js a Maine farmer
who issues a very intelligible adven^ment on the subject
He appears to be as fairly swamped as H
Canaa„ sc!,ooil
house, and by the same means the hands of the pu(,t;c
pity Mr. Holmes most sincerely.
“The several individuals who have, at sundry times,borrowed of the subscriber the following articles, viz. two at.
es, one wheel-barrow, two garden rakes, one hay rake,
three hoes, two horse-cart harnesses, one common bridle
one pair of reins, besides many other articles too numer
ous to mention, are requtsted never to bringthem home, it heing contrary to the custom of the place; hut if they will
give him the information when they have done with them,
he will send for them.
E. Holmes.
N. B.—The person who either borrowed my pitchfork
and returned it broken, or broke it where it was left, js
informed that he is welcome to the pieces.”—Presbyterian,

The way to Succeed.—“ I owe my success in business
chiefly to you,” said a stationer to a paper maker, as they
were settling a large account; but let me ask how a man
of your caution came to give credit so freely to a beginner,
with my slender means? “ Because,” replied the paper
maker, “at whatever hour in the morning 1 passed to rny
business,I always observed you without your coat at yours.”
There is truly “a world of wisdom” in the above little
anecdote.

Attack or an Alligator---- A young man by the name
of Norton, resident at a place called Brandy Branch about
25 miles from here, was bitten in the hand and arm by
an alligator, about two weeks since, and a bone fractured,
We understand that he was endeavoting to get some watfr
from a stream, and while clearing the surface with his hank
the alligator seized it, and he was only saved by gouging
the animal’s eyes, upon which he relinquished his hold.—
The young man is much injured, and it may yet be ncces.
sary to perform amputation. The alligator was afterwards
taken, and measured almost ten -eet Ill len^tli.—
The Turkey Tracks.—Professor Hitchcock, in bis ville CourierAn Old Christian.—At the special request of Joice
Heth, religious services were performed at Concert Hall lecture last Thursday evening, gave extended detnds of the
discovered m aiuerent parts of tins valley,
yesterday afternoon by the Rev. Mr. Hague, Pastor of the bird-tracks he
Wooden Pa-vehent.—Public curiosity was yesterday
Hie first specimen found was in attracted by a large pile of short timber blocks which have
First Baptist Church in this city. Joice Heth has
.. impressed upon stone.
„fil,u
in---------- • - ~ yvr.r„, as we are told the i the vicinity of Greenfield, by Dr. Dean, who communica
Church records show. She took a great interest in the ted the fact, with the specimen itself, to Professor Hitch been placed in the Park at the City Hall, preparatory to
ceremonies, and during their continuance sung two antique cock. This was last summer, and since that time the dili their being used for paving a section of Broadway. The
hymns, and lined them in the old simple style__ Boston gent researches of the Professor have enabled him to dis blocks are formed of hemlock, twelve inches long, twenty
Trans.
cover numerous other tracks in the slate-stone near the seven inches in circumference, and of Hexagon oiiape, and
'Their permanency
banks of the Connecticut River. In the large quarry, con will be laid in the earth endwise.
remains yet to be tested; but for some time, at least they
Travelling.—Our curiosity has prompted us to ascer tiguous to the road leading to Springfield, about five miles will form avery handsome and smooth pavement. This
tain, as far as practicable, the number of sojourners in our from town, near Rock Ferry, many new tracks have been is the first experiment of the kind ever made in America;
city, from time to time. With this view, we have counted found. A slab of some rods in length contains six or sev but the same mode of paving has been long practiced in
the names registered on four of the principal hotel books, en successive steps by the same bird, and these tracks are Russia. —Jour, of Corti.
for the month of August, and find the same to he rather found to make a stride of more than five feet in extent, and
rising three thousand. Taking into consideration the nu fifteen inches in the length of the longest toe! The os
A German journal contains the following acccuut'of a
merous taverns and boarding houses in the city, this num trich’s stride does not compare with this bird, and its long
ber can scarcely be one half of those who visit Cincinnati est toe rarely exceeds seven inches. What a stupendous female servant, named Kretttll, whose courage gave rise
to
the discovery of a band of robbers who°infested the
bird,
then,
must
this
ante-diluvian
one
have
been,
with
a
and as August is usually one of the dullest business months
She lived with one
of the year, it would not be too high an estimate to place stride of five or six feet, and like all aquatic birds with frontier of Baden and Bavaria.
the annual number of strangers passing through this city, long necks, of which this is presumed to have been a spe- Hoffkirch, who kept a public house in the country between
Horiiberg and Rottwell. Some countrymen were amu
and stopping fora longer or shorter period at ninety thou with a head of not less than tiventy feet elevation'.
There is no ground for skepticism about these being sing themselves with relating stories of'thieves who assem
sand.
bled
near a gibbet in the neighborhood, whereupon aUa\'With a little inquisitiveness we have also counted the bird-tracks. Professor Hitchcock exhibited to the audi
names of passengers on the register books of steamboats, ence, eight different specimens, from the mammoth down eller who listened to them offered two ducats to any one
during the last week, whose destination have been beyond to small birds, some of them as distinct on the slate-stone who had the courage to mark a cross upon the gibbet; tl»
the city, and have not stopped ashore longer than the boats as if impressed there but yesterday, and all of them what the woman undertook to do, and left the house. Arrived
remained, and find the number to be three hundred and he conceives to be different species of birds. These speci at the place, anti having marked the gibbet with the cross,
fifty. 'This average for the year would make eighteen mens are all divested of the hind toe, hut some of the lar a gun was discharged, and she seeing a horse attached to a
thousand two hundred passengers: which, added to the ger ones have substituted, what appeared to be from the tree, mounted on his back anti instantly galloped away.—
former, makes nearly one hundred and ten thousand passen track, stiff, shaggy hair. The inclination of the toes of the O11 the following morning the innkeeper went to the neigh
gers. Our Eastern friends can form a small idea, from right and left foot inward is most clearly defined, the spread boring town to inform the authorities of the circumstance,
this, of the extent of travelling in the West.— Cincinnati of the toes of each exactly alike, and in some cases, the leaving the woman alone in the bouse. There soon arriv
claws are distinctly indented. In addition to the specimen ed a traveller, who called for breakfast, he put his horse,
Gazette.
in possession of Professor Hitchcock, and those on the riv into the stable, and there saw the other iiorse, the nrode of
Roman Astonishment at an American Painter.— er banks, those discovered on the flag-stones in front of possessing which the woman explained. The traveller on
We find in Dunlap’s History of the Arts of Design, an ac» the old church and court-house in this town give additional returning from the stable to his breakfast, called for a bot
count of the admiratian felt and expressed for Benjamin strength to this testimony. These slabs of slate-stone were tle of wine, in a manner which excited the suspicions of
West on his first setting foot in Rome. It was about sev taken from the quarry near Rock Ferry, and confirm the the wutn.111; she, however, lighted a candle and went into
enty-five years ago, the inhabitants of the eternal city it belief that the tracks were made by aquatic birds. The the celier, when, to her astonishment, she was folloirwf
seems had never dreamt that either a painter or Christian theory is, that the slate and red sand-stone, where these by the man. She blew out the candie, hastily quill'd
could come out of the wilds of America. “The unsophis tracks have been discovered, were once soft mud. That the cellrr, and locked her guest within ; soon after W>
ticated Yankee, (says his-biographer,)—arrived safe at the these birds in wading about for food left the impress of men knocked at the door of the public-house and inquif^
great metropolis and was introduced to the remains of her their feet, which mud finally was transformed into stone. for the first traveller. The woman refusing them admit
ancient taste and splendour, scarcely more the object of his This belief is strengthened by the fact, that on the sand tance, they threatened to break open the door, but alarmed
the sight of the gun which she presented at them, they
admiration, than lie was of attention to the nobles of Italy banks by the river side, the footsteps of aqautic birds of the
and the illustrious strangers with whom the city swarmed: present day are distinctly visible.—Northamptom Courier. went away with horrible menaces. The innkeeper now
returned with some countrymen; the traveller was taken
An American had come to study painting, and that Amer
ican a Quaker! 'This was a matter of astonishment, and
Col. Reeside—The Philadelphia Vade Mecum tells out of the cellar, and it was discovered that he was the
when it was found that the young man was neither black, the following of Col. Reeside the great land admiral—-so chief of a band of robbers. The judicial authorities, on
nor a savage, but fair, intelligent, and already a painter, called on account of his numerous mail contracts and investigation, discovered the whole band, who were taken
West became emphatically the lion of the day in Rome.” Stages. A poor fellow who could not pay his way along into custody.
the road, happened to fall in with the Colonel, and told’
Goon Offices.-HalX’TZry of human life might
him of his situation, “ Well, sir,” says the admiral, “ what’s
THE RESCUE.
your
name?
”
“
Flanagan,
sir.
”
“
Come
here
you
Flan

he
extmguishsd would men alleviate the general curse
"Ross's Narrative in search of a Northwest Passage."
agan—give me your hat.” He chalked it, '■Free—James they lie under, by mutual offices of compassion, benevo^
March 26, 1833—At four in the morning, when all
lenee and humanity.
were asleep, the look out man, David Wood, thought he Reeside,’ “Now let me see,” says the admiral, “who will
discovered a sail in the offing, and immediately informed dare to stop you. The poor fellow found the admiral’s
THE OBSERVER.
Commodore Ross, who by means of his glass, soon saw that mark on his hat a sure passport every where he wished to go.
IS PURLISHEn EVERY WEDNESDAY AT THE
it was in reality a ship. All hands were immediately out
Curiosity—We were shown by a friend thg other day
of their tents and on the beach, discussing her rig, quality
WESTERN PHOT. EPISCOPAL PRESS,
and course; though there were still some despairers, who quite a curiosity. In a stone which was brought from
GAMBIER, OHIO.
Pennsylvania was'the petrification of a rattlesnake’s tail_ _
maintained that it was only an iceberg.
the
rattles
with
a
small
portion
of
the
body..
The
rattles
No time was however lost; the boats were launched,
and signals made by burning wet powder; when complet were very distinctly defined, and about forty in number__ TERMS—Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance,
ano Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of sir
ing our embarkation, we left our little harbour at 6 o’clock. The stone in which it was embedded was of a very dark
months.’ No subscriptions received for a less term than
Our progress was tedious, owing to alternate and color, resembling slate, though somewhat harder, and un
one year. No papers discontinued until all arrearages
light airs blowing in every direction; yet we made way stratified. The petrifaction has the appearance of white
are paid, except at the option of the publishers.
towards the vessel, and had it remained calm where she marble. Besides this, on the surface of the stone are va
was, should soon have been alongside. Unluckily, a breeze rious animal impressions—the flu, apparently, of fish, and Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued)
just then sprang up, and she made all sail to the southeast- of insects. We were also shown what appeared to be the
are requested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days
ward, by which means the boat that was foremost, was petrification of a honey corn!), which vou would at first
previous to the expiration of the term of their subscrip
soon left astern, while the other two were steering more almost mistake for the reality, so perfect is the resem
tion, otherwise, it will be considered anew engagement.
the eastward, with the hope of cutting her off.
blance. The outer portions of the cells were empty, and
All communications relative to this paper, mustbe
About ten o’clock, we saw another sail to the north the centre tilled with stone about the colour of honey *«*.
di 1 ected to the Rftv. M. T. C. Wing, Gambier, Kr.ox
ward, which appeared to be lying to for her boats; thinking in the comb—the cells throughout distinct.— Fermont Phe
Co. Ohio
at one time, when she hove to, that she had seen us. That, nix.
LIST OF AGENTS.
however, proved not to be the case, as she soon bore up
Rev JOHN L. BRYAN................. Windsor.
0&'»
under all sail. In no long time, it was apparent that she
T he Philosopher’s Stone Discovered__ A writer in Cot. HUBBARD,............................ Ashtabula,
was fast leaving us; and it was the most anxious moment the Boston Courier, states that a young mechanic by the Rev. ALVA SANFORD .............. Medina Medina Co
“
•’............... Columbus,
that we had yet experienced, to find that we were near name of Andrew Morse Jr. of Bloomfield, Maine, has uBV
...... ............ Newark.
to no less than two ships, cither of which would have put recently discovered (belong sought principle of perpetual Rey. G DENISON,
BEA ITY, ...................... Sleuuenville,
an end to all our lears, and all our toils, that we should pro motion, and that he intends shortly to embark for Emdand I), rl. BbEL«L,
........................
Marietta,
,l
bably reach neither.
» H BARBER .......................... Clcavcland,
”
with the view of claiming the bounty of £20,000 offered josi
“
It was necessary, however, to keep up the courage of by the British government for the construction of a self SVi-VESrER P. ALDERMAN, .. Windsor,
J. \V. SCHUCKERS,.................... Wooster,
the men, by assuring them from time to time, that we "were moving machine. 'File writer says_
DORSON EDWARDS,................. Dayton,
“
“
coming up with her; when, most fortunately, it fell calm
“This machine is propelled by air, acted upon by the Rev. ALEX’R. V A RIAN,............. Springfield,Clark Co.
“
am we really gained so that, at 11 o’clock we saw her heave Changes of temperature of the atmosphere. It consists of an Dr. ASA COLEMAN,.................. 'froy, .Miami Co.
J. T. DAVENPORT,...... .’............ Circleville
“
to with all sails aback,and lower down a boat, which rowed
Rev.
B.
J.
HAIGIIT
......................
Cincinnati.
h'n'Thc’X
Pl.st?n~a r?ciP''Ocating rack, with its pin. Itcv. E. W. I’EET ....................... Chillicothe.
immediately towards our own.
“,
>. cis tor giving motion—a drum with its pullies ROWLAND CLAP,........................ Cuyahoga Falls,
<«
dr Xi'VilS S°?n alonSsi<Je- when the mate in command adbom which the weight is suspended and guided, cog-wheels WILLIAM HUNT,.......................
.’ us> by presuming that we had inS with some and catch, for maintaining power,—wheels and axels re JOHN HANFORD,...................... Middlebury,
Vf.''""Pbeing iins.vercd i“S
Rev. J. .. ........................................... Delaware,
quired tor condensing the air and levers for chamdno- the D T. FULLER, Esq......................... Marion,
,
* A requested to know the name of the vessel the direction ot the power.
° 1 1L F. E.KIRTLAsD...................... Maumee,
• u expressed our wish to betaken onboard. He an
Rev. H. S. SMITH........................... Liverpool.
_
swered
that it was “il,„ i i it r ii n
, , beL11? °Peratio'1 of this machine is produced-as ha- G. V. WILLARD,........................... Medina,
4 .,
bvCantmnR
’» tlK Habella oi Hull, once commanded
Rev. ERASTUSBL'RR.............. . Worthington.
uxpa„Xoyf STfSctTd
TT*0",
cai man i,

„ 1 -°n Whkb 1 htated tbilt 1 was ‘b<-’ id™-

!ory.
my
‘b* viemuch astonished at tb s' “ Cl’,n,"anded tb,S boat>
I do not doubt: wl e
be’
of men on such occasion h *
blu;jderbcaded»esS
dead for two years T
? assurcd me tbat 1 ll;'d been
that what ought to have berm, y’ b°"'cvl,’r- convinced him,
was a somewhat premature
’ ‘?CC.Ord,"S tO,bls ^imate,
form of the whole set of u, m5’", 7°"; T
bt-’ar-like
be taken time to consider h8? haVe sh°Wn b,m’ bad
whaling gentlemen, and tba 2
WCre C.er;a,n ? not
evidence of our being true men
-T™ -Carr,ed tolerabk>
backs and in our starved
and mLn nOt ,mPosterJ> 0,1 °”ar
"■>e«ana unshaven cni.ronr,*-,,^

JOSEPH BASSETT....................... Canfield,Trumbull Co.
Rev. A. GUION................................... Piqua,

Rev. J. T. EATON ........................ PcrMnioutli,

upon, and keep in motion, any machinerv tn

Willi ama S........ ::::::::
• i '•

•

Butielco.

Itev. DEXTER POTTER,........... I exin Mon Ky" . Ry'
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.
C C.

Wm ARMSTRONG,............ Washiiivton D C
J. p baUS-MAN,.................. Ann Arbour BhcmgJfc :-.5
JOHN umlilEN,”................
“
w
TitoWjirU-J6'i', Esq............. Detroit,

CHAS. WIIM BEROEK,............... Washington, D. C.

Rev

Tecumseh,
Philadelphia, Penn
New York.
Ltica, New-York.
|
ammal must have died and its hones fa len ab n
Crawfordsville, Indians.
decomposition of the body, iust before it al,,oad at the
Providence. R.I,
Boston/Si,ass.
•*. .w h
bus
C.W. ADAMS,.............................. Natchez, Miw.

Anning, the female geologist, is rJnort, d 7
ered the largest Icbth%saurS
‘t
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